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Abstract 
 

This dissertation is concerned with the use of current Smart Antenna Systems 

(SAS) for utilizing the spatial dimensions of the wireless channel to improve upon the 

capacity of wireless systems. This enhancement is achieved for downlink Multiple 

Input Single Output (MISO) wireless channels by augmenting link quality by the 

provision of beamforming, diversity and interference cancellation gain in SAS. One 

such system consists of a Transmit Beamformer (TB) at the base Station (BS) which 

provides beamforming gain, interference cancellation gain and, on provision of 

feedback from the Mobile Station (MS), gives beamforming gain even in channels 

undergoing independent fading at the antennas of BS. The beamforming gain of the 

TB is reduced in those fast fading channels that are uncorrelated across the antennas 

of the Transmit Antenna Array (TAA).  

Currently researchers are actively pursuing TB techniques based on element 

space beamforming. In an Element Space Transmit Beamformer (ES TB), each 

antenna weight of the TAA is individually adaptive to the varying channel conditions. 

This thesis, in contrast, presents an Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer 

(ATBBF) that uses beamspace beamforming to provide beamforming gain. An 

ATBBF consists of several orthogonal Transmit Beamformers (TBs) on the TAA. In 

beamspace beamforming a specific set of antenna weights determines an orthogonal 

direction of the TB. This weight vector (corresponding to each orthogonal beam) is 

further weighted by an adaptable weight. This weight, called the beamspace weight, 

thus adaptively weighs one orthogonal beam and is updated based on the changing 

channel conditions. An ATBBF deploys this set of orthogonal beams in space to 

transmit signals to a MS.  

The superposition of adaptively weighted orthogonal beams in space forms the 

beam pattern of an ATBBF directed in the desired direction. Simulations in single, 

double and triple multipath static wireless channels demonstrate the unique evolution 

and convergence of the ATBBF's beam pattern in relation to the convergence of its 

beamspace weights. The relationship between the magnitude and convergence time of 

a beamspace weight upon the multipath wireless channel is also elaborated. 

Furthermore, for the above channels, performance curves of both implementations of 

an ATBBF i.e. Full Dimension Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer (FD 
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ATBBF) and Reduced Dimension Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer (RD 

ATBBF), along with that of an ES TB (having similar feedback mechanism) are 

simulated with uniform initial adaptable weights. Their analyses reveal that contrary 

to the RD ATBBF and ES TB, the FD ATBBF converges to optimum performance in 

all channels. The FD ATBBF also has a lesser convergence time than the TB in most 

double and triple multipath channels.  

The performance metric of an ATBBF is derived and analyzed in a dynamic 

channel undergoing Rayleigh fading independently at the antennas. A performance 

comparison between a FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and an ES TB is made in terms of 

convergence and tracking of various slow and fast fading channels by simulations. 

Comparisons show that the FD ATBBF gives a performance equivalent to that of an 

ES TB and outperforms the RD ATBBF. Thus the FD ATBBF can provide 

beamforming gain and fading diversity similar to that of an ES TB. The performance 

of the FD ATBBF improves on increasing the number of antenna elements of the 

TAA from two to four i.e. from 2.91 dB in slow fading to 0.01 dB in fastest fading 

dynamic channel. 

Bit Error Rate (BER) studies for the above dynamic channels in the presence 

of noise are carried out to compare the BER curves of the FD ATBBF, ES TB and RD 

ATBBF with non beamforming techniques like Space Time Codes (STC). The studies 

confirm the performance analysis above by noting that the BER curves of the FD 

ATBBF and ES TB are similar in slow and fast fading channels and both outperform 

the RD ATBBF.  The FD ATBBF also gives a gain of 2.2 dB and 4.8 dB over STC in 

slow fading for two and four antennas respectively. Furthermore, for four antennas, 

the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF offer double data rate than the best performing STC 

technique, under constrained bandwidth requirements. 

In order to improve the performance of an ATBBF in fast fading channels for 

two antennas, a simple combination of an ATBBF with STC called the Space Time 

Coded Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer (STCATBBF) is proposed. This 

technique is made possible by utilizing the orthogonal beams of an ATBBF. The BER 

curves of the STCATBBF are simulated and compared with the FD ATBBF and STC 

in fast and slow flat fading channels. It is shown that in fast fading channels the 

STCATBBF gives a gain of 2.2 dB to 5.4 dB over the FD ATBBF, while in slow 

fading it outperforms STC.  
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Chapter 1 

 

 

Introduction 
 

 

Smart Antenna Systems (SAS) can fulfill the ever growing demand for greater 

bandwidth and better Quality of Service (QOS) for wireless communication and 

multi-media services. This is because SAS can increase the capacity of wireless 

systems by enhancing link reliability and increasing data transmission rates. These 

systems have gained further momentum due to the migration to Third-Generation 

(3G) systems and their presence in Fourth-Generation (4G) standards. This chapter 

builds up the basic knowledge to understand this research in the field of smart 

antennas and explains plainly its contextual surrounding. It describes the problem 

statement aptly in the above overall perspective. The step by step research 

methodology followed to arrive at the problem’s solution is also provided. Lastly, it 

gives a brief description of the organization of this dissertation. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

The evolution of Third Generation (3G) Wideband Code Division Multiple 

Access (WCDMA) to Beyond Third Generation (B3G) Long Term Evolution (LTE) 

wireless communication system has resulted in specifying that wireless and 

multimedia services are asymmetrical in terms of data requirement, with downlink 

having higher traffic than uplink [1]. Therefore multi-antenna downlink transmission 

schemes for up to four antennas has been specified at the Base Station (BS) of a B3G 

LTE wireless system for targeting higher data rates [1]. 

3G Base Stations have dual receive antenna diversity to improve uplink 

performance in terms of a single user link and system capacity [2]. To have the same 

receive diversity at the Mobile Station (MS) in downlink is a costly addition for users 

of small portable voice terminals. Their small physical size necessitates multiple 

antennas to be closely spaced. This often increases spatial correlation among received 
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signals that leads to reduced diversity gain [2]. Therefore, a Multiple Input Single 

Output (MISO) system having multiple antennas only at the base station is used in 3G 

systems as it limits the cost and size of the mobile terminal. 

The above mentioned spatial correlation restricts capacity enhancements 

offered by the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems that have multiple 

transmit and receive antennas [3, 4]. Secondly, at high data rates MIMO provides 

large capacity improvement, but at fixed data rates the extra bandwidth available with 

MIMO becomes unnecessary, as the system tends to be operating in power limited 

mode rather than in band limited mode [5]. Thirdly, MISO systems are also 

significant because they not only achieve a practical and cost effective increase in 

downlink capacity by providing diversity, beamforming and interference cancelling 

gain [4], but can also be extended to MIMO systems to provide the multiplexing or 

coding gain in addition to the above gains as mentioned in [6, 7].  

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 2000, WCDMA and LTE support 

Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) [8, 9, 10, 11]. In FDD, downlink and uplink 

channels in a multipath environment are generally not the same, and the measured 

uplink channel cannot be directly applied as a reciprocal downlink. For the MISO 

FDD system, spatial diversity and beamforming become the two main downlink 

multi-antenna schemes [10, 12].  

Spatial diversity provides maximum performance gain when the channels from 

the base station antennas to the mobile are uncorrelated. Large antenna spacing on the 

order of several carrier wavelengths for the Transmit Antenna Array (TAA) at the 

base station leads to uncorrelated channels [12]. Spatial diversity techniques based on 

Space Time Codes (STC) [13] provide diversity and coding gain for multiple receiver 

antennas [14, 15]. For a single receive antenna, STC only provides diversity gain. 

These gains reduce if fading channels across multiple antennas become correlated 

with no gains for fully correlated fades [4, 16]. STC schemes are blind because they 

do not adapt to the changing channel conditions and require no feedback [14]; 

therefore, they do not provide beamforming gain. Lastly, spatial diversity and STC 

schemes can also provide interference cancellation/reduction gain [17, 18]. 

Downlink Beamforming is achieved by a Transmit Beamformer (TB). A TB 

combines a TAA with a signal processor to adapt antenna weights of the TAA. These 

weights determine the array factor of a TAA [19]. The baseband waveform of a user 

is replicated into multiple streams equivalent to the number of antenna elements in the 
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array. Each stream is multiplied by an antenna specific adaptive complex base band 

weight. It is then fed to its antenna through the transceiver for subsequent 

transmission [19]. This allows the TB, to transmit coded bits in a way that they are 

received coherently at the mobile station. This forms a beam with maximum gain in 

the direction of the desired mobile [2], which is called beamforming gain. 

Furthermore, the TB can also provide interference cancellation gain [17]. As this TB 

provides beamforming/interference cancellation gain by adaptively weighing the 

antenna elements of the TAA, it is therefore classified as an Element Space Transmit 

Beamformer (ES TB). 

Antenna spacing for a TB is required to be typically half the wave length to 

prevent spatial domain aliasing [2, 20]. The TB also has to launch a beam into the 

propagation environment, so that each user gets its signal without interference from 

signals intended for other users [21]. In contrast, a Receive Beamformer (RB) aims to 

spatially filter the single user signal by the formation of a beam or beams in the signal 

processor [19, 22]. The TB affects all receivers, while the RB can be implemented 

independently at each receiver without disturbing other links [23]. Hence a TB and 

RB are substantially different in terms of signal processing and hardware techniques 

to implement an antenna array system [24].  

In a RB spatial (and temporal) processing is carried out after the channel has 

affected the signal [25]. A TB requires knowledge of the downlink/ forward link as 

the spatial (and temporal) processing has to be carried out before the signal encounters 

the channel [25]. Methods based on utilizing the measured uplink channel 

characteristics (e.g. angle of arrival, angular dispersion or relationship between the 

average receive and transmit channel vector subspace) to infer the downlink 

characteristics require correlated fading between the receive antennas of the base 

station [26, 27]. These methods provide beamforming or aperture gain but do not 

provide fading diversity, as in the case of independent fading at the antennas there is 

no correlation between the receive antennas.  

To provide fading diversity and beamforming gain in MISO FDD systems 

(where the forward channel is unknown), feedback of the downlink/forward channel 

coefficients from the mobile to the TB is required. This method was first named 

Transmit beamforming [21]. In [21], training signals are transmitted periodically on 

the downlink and the responses of the various mobiles are fed back to the BS. This 

information is used to calculate the optimal antenna weights of the TAA by the TB at 
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the BS for each MS so that the power delivered to the MS is maximized and 

interference to other mobile stations is minimized. This method customizes the 

antenna weights to fit the channel conditions for each user. As the channel changes, 

the TB sets its new weights according to the modified responses fed back to the BS. 

The problem of calculating the optimal antenna weights is essentially the same 

as that of finding the channel coefficients. This is equivalent to finding the elements 

of the directional array manifold vector (steering vector) in case of transmit 

beamforming [12]. The feedback in transmit beamforming makes it possible to 

estimate the spatial channel [21, 25]. Various transmit beamforming techniques have 

been proposed for MISO FDD systems to maximize received power which are 

variants of [21] in the above sense. A probing mode in which the transmitter transmits 

several probing signals and halts the usual transmission of information signals is 

required in [21]. Each receiver measures the response of each probing signal and 

feeds it back to the BS. Upon receiving these responses, the BS calculates the forward 

channel.  

Large feedback rates are required in [21] due to the feedback of the responses 

of all mobiles. This makes it impractical for wireless systems due to bandwidth and 

power constraints in the feedback channel. This leads to a new method for the TB 

called Vector-Selection Feedback (VSF). In VSF there must be an agreed codebook of 

possible weight vectors and each transmission antenna must have a distinguishable 

pilot sequence [28]. This requires detailed information sharing between the BS and 

MS and induces coarseness of the available transmission weight vector, thus limiting 

performance.  

To overcome the above limitations posed by VSF, the Gradient Sign Feedback 

(GSF) algorithm was proposed [29]. In GSF, the usable power to the mobile is 

enhanced by transmitting a pair of perturbed test weight vectors with a dedicated pilot 

signal. A feedback bit is transmitted from the receiver indicating which of the two 

perturbed weight vectors provided more power. The transmission unit adjusts its 

transmission weight to the new selection and the process continues. The MS receiver 

has to be aware of only a single dedicated pilot signal. It does not need to know about 

the details of the TB, such as the number of antenna elements in the TAA as required 

in VSF because of its codebook of weight vectors. Secondly, the antenna weight 

vector of the TB is recursively adapted by GSF. This allows finer adaptations over 

time as compared to VSF. Lastly, feedback in GSF is smaller. The performance of 
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GSF in slow flat fading channels with independent fading at the antennas reveals that 

GSF outperforms both VSF and STC [29]. However, in fast flat fading channels with 

independent fading at the antennas, GSF gives a performance equivalent to VSF and 

is outperformed by STC [29].  

The reason for GSF giving better results in slow fading channels is due to the 

recursive adaptations that are finer than the coarse adaptations of VSF. GSF fares 

better than STC in slow fading because here a TB is able to adapt its antenna weight 

vector according to the channel information inherent in the mobile feedback. This 

imparts a considerable portion of beamforming gain to the TB that becomes greater 

than the full diversity gain of STC. Secondly, this beamforming gain is completely 

absent in STC as it is blind to the channel changes and has no channel information. 

On the other hand, in fast fading channels, the channel changes at a rate difficult for 

both TB techniques with feedback (i.e. VSF & GSF) to track and adapt according to 

it. Hence their beamforming gains are quite reduced. In STC, the transmitter is not 

required to track and adapt to the fast time varying channel and it continues to provide 

full diversity gain. This causes STC to outperform both GSF and VSF in fast fading 

channels. 

STC and a TB with feedback have been incorporated in open and closed loop 

transmit diversity techniques respectively for 3G CDMA 2000 and WCDMA wireless 

systems [12]. STC schemes in the above 3G systems are Space Time Transmit 

Diversity (STTD) and Space Time Spreading (STS) [12]. The TB with feedback 

scheme adopted in the standards of the 3G systems is called Transmit Adaptive Array 

(TXAA) [2]. TXAA with a dedicated pilot uses the VSF principle of agreed codebook 

of possible weight vectors. Similarly, TXAA without a user specific pilot [12, 30] has 

an advantage of waving the requirement of a dedicated pilot signal. This improves 

TXAA’s performance in CDMA 2000 systems [30] and also increases the system 

capacity by saving the additional power drawn by the dedicated pilot signal. But it 

still inherits all the three drawbacks of VSF as compared to GSF. Implementation of 

GSF in the CDMA 2000 system with both common and dedicated perturbation 

transmission has also been demonstrated with feedback bit errors, latency, channel 

estimation errors and a dedicated pilot signal [31]. 

Performance comparisons of various transmit techniques in a symbol-level 

simulation environment for CDMA 2000 systems illustrate the above dilemma 

between STC and VSF schemes. STC schemes like STS outperform VSF methods 
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like TXAA at higher speeds of mobile (fast fading channel) while being outperformed 

by TXAA at low mobile speeds (slow fading channels) for single path (flat fading) 

channels [12, 30]. The definite delay associated with the reception of the feedback at 

the base station causes the new transmit weights based on the recent feedback of 

TXAA to be outdated by the time they are applied at the BS at higher mobile 

velocities (or in fast fading channels) [32]. 

Techniques based on the combination of STC with a TB for MISO FDD 

systems have also been proposed [33, 34]. In [33], the channel coefficients of the 

forward channel estimated at the MS need to be available at the BS. On the other hand 

in [34], the requirement of the knowledge of the forward channel mean entails that the 

quantized or un-quantized channel estimate at the MS is available at the BS. Thus 

they both necessitate large feedbacks.  

In industrial publications various complicated selection techniques have been 

proposed [35]. These methods are variants of the VSF method and therefore have 

drawbacks as compared to the gradient approach of GSF. Firstly, they require code 

books i.e. mutual information sharing between the BS and MS. Secondly, they have a 

feedback of one channel estimate per transmitting antenna. Lastly, they have 

coarseness of weight vectors due to a fixed code book as compared to the finer 

convergence of gradient algorithms due to iterative updates.  

Generalization and enhancement of the applicability of GSF to multiuser 

networks with MISO links to each user has been demonstrated in [5, 31]. 

Generalization of the perturbation probing and feedback technique allows arbitrary 

multiplexing of perturbation transmission. This allows only one common perturbation 

probe signal that is used by many users [5]. Other changes include weight-orthogonal 

projection of the perturbation probe and explicit normalization of the perturbation 

update. Performance comparisons were made between GSF with and without 

orthogonal projection and various VSF methods. VSF methods that were selected 

consists of Orthogonal Weight Set (OWS), Real-permutation Weight Set (RWS) and 

Complex-permutation Weight Set (CWS). Schemes similar to CWS for two antennas 

have been considered in industry publications along with sophisticated code books 

[35]. It was observed that GSF with orthogonal projection performs close to the 

theoretical limit for slow flat fading channels and outperforms STC and various VSF 

methods [5]. In fast flat fading channels, STC outperforms both GSF and VSF. 

Secondly, VSF methods like OWS and RWS outperform GSF with or without 
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orthogonal projection in fast fading. Thirdly, the methods that perform better than 

GSF in fast fading perform worst in slow fading [5]. 

SAS systems consist of multiple antenna elements at the transmitter and/or 

receiver, whose signals are processed adaptively in order to exploit the spatial 

dimensions of the wireless channel [36, 37, 38]. Thus MIMO or MISO or Single Input 

Multiple Output (SIMO) systems are all smart antenna technologies. This exploitation 

increases the capacity of wireless systems by improving link quality, which takes 

place by mitigating co-channel interference, multipath fading, providing beamforming 

and diversity gain and by increasing the data rate through simultaneous transmission 

of multiple streams through different antennas. In 3G WCDMA and CDMA 2000 

systems smart antenna capabilities were always an add-on feature [36] and the MS 

receiver was constrained in having one antenna element [12]. Thus in 3G systems 

there is no receive diversity in downlink. Only open loop and closed loop MISO 

methods were available. 

In B3G LTE, multi-antenna transmission was made an integral part of it from 

the first release [11]. Channel quality measurement for link adaptation and scheduling 

are designed for multi-antennas. All user equipments in LTE must support at least two 

receive antennas, which entails that receive diversity is also present [11]. Hence 

MIMO only schemes like spatial multiplexing are supported along with previously 

described MISO schemes like STC and TB with feedback that are now extended for 

MIMO. A MIMO system provides simultaneous transmission of multiple, parallel 

data streams over a single radio link [39]. These are called layers and are provided by 

spatial multiplexing [11]. STC schemes that were defined for MISO become STBC 

for MIMO systems providing both diversity and multiplexing or coding gain [6]. The 

weight vector defined in a TB with feedback schemes like VSF and GSF becomes a 

beamforming or a precoder matrix for MIMO system.  

Thus the two major MIMO downlink techniques for LTE become Open Loop 

(OL) transmit diversity, and Closed Loop (CL) spatial multiplexing [40]. When 

channel dependent scheduling is not a possibility, OL transmit diversity provides the 

additional diversity gain and is based on Space Frequency Block Codes (SFBC) [11]. 

SFBC is the frequency domain version of Space Time Block codes (STBC) [40]. In 

CL spatial multiplexing or CL-MIMO, the layers are pre-coded by the 

beamforming/precoder matrix. The number of layers depends on the transmission 

rank. A beamforming matrix has rows equivalent to the number of antenna elements 
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in the TAA and columns equal to the transmission rank [11]. The exact beamforming 

matrix and transmission rank are determined by Channel State Information (CSI) 

reported by the MS to the TB at the BS through feedback in FDD LTE system to 

increase throughput or coverage [40].  

Efficient feedback mechanisms become both essential as well as a major 

challenge [40]. The reasons given in [40] are the same as present for the feedback 

systems of 3G MISO FDD systems described in [12]. LTE describes codebook-based 

precoding/beamforming and non-codebook-based beamforming. In the former, the 

whole beamformer matrix is quantized by a matrix or vector codebook [40]. The 

index of the selected quantization codeword is feedback. Hence the beamforming can 

be done only according to a limited set of pre-defined vector codebooks as was with 

VSF methods explained earlier for MISO systems. In the latter, LTE provides MS 

specific reference symbols transmitted using the same beamforming as that of the user 

data to enable the MS to estimate the beamforming matrix.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

From the above mentioned background knowledge, it can be concluded that 

for MISO FDD wireless systems there is no single downlink transmission technique 

that can give an optimal performance in both fast and slow fading wireless channels 

that are uncorrelated across the antennas. Improvement in performance for the MISO 

FDD system translates to that for MIMO FDD systems as its constituent MISO links 

provide the diversity, beamforming and interference gain. Thus this dissertation 

concentrates only on the improvement of MISO FDD downlinks. 

Furthermore, from the above discussion it is clarified that STC and TB with 

feedback schemes are the two main transmit diversity techniques for MISO FDD 

systems. STC provides spatial diversity and interference cancellation gain for a single 

receive antenna [13, 18]. A TB with feedback can provide fading diversity as well as 

beamforming and interference cancellation gain [2, 17, 21, 29, 41]. In 3G WCDMA 

and CDMA 2000 systems, multiple antennas are defined only at the BS. This 

translates to MISO FDD systems for the downlink channel. It is shown that for these 

systems, STTD (which is a STC based scheme) at the most can achieve only half of 

the maximum Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) achievable by TXAA (TB with feedback 
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scheme), with the assumption that the feedback mechanism of TXAA perfectly tracks 

the channel conditions [2, 12]. Therefore, in this thesis, improvement in performance 

of downlink/transmit beamforming algorithms with feedback, in static and dynamic 

(slow/fast uncorrelated) wireless channels is considered. 

 

1.3 Research methodology 

 

As the first step, non codebook based TB (with feedback) methods were 

selected for improvement as codebook based methods induced coarseness of the 

weight vector [5, 29]. Secondly, gradient methods based on GSF were the ideal 

candidate for improvement among the non codebook TB methods because of their 

efficient feedback that consisted of only a single bit [29]. The GSF method converged 

to optimal weights in static channels; it gave optimal performance in slow flat fading 

channels and only lacked behind STC in fast fading [29]. Therefore a new transmit 

beamforming method with feedback needed to be devised that could provide a gain of 

same order in static and slow fading channels, while giving an improved performance 

in fast fading channels.  

As discussed previously, a TB applying GSF method provides very small 

beamforming gain in fast fading channels as compared to slow fading channels 

because it loses track in case of fast fading channels. Also, all other proposed TB 

techniques including GSF use an ES TB. The ES TB actually forms a beam in the 

direction specified by its antenna weight vector. This beam must keep track of the 

highest gain path towards the mobile. In fast fading, the ES TB with GSF is unable to 

keep track of this highest gain path. A new transmit beamforming method is required 

that could provide an arbitrary number of beams pointing in different directions, 

wherein the beam directions remain fixed/stationary, while their magnitudes are 

adjusted in real time by adaptive weights. These weights could be updated recursively 

using a single bit feedback as in GSF method. 

An Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer (ATBBF) can fulfill the above 

specifications and thus it was proposed for downlink beamforming [42]. An ATBBF 

consists of a number of Transmit Beamformers (TBs) on a TAA [19]. The weight 

vector of each TB is held constant and is selected in such a way that each TB forms a 
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beam in a different direction. Furthermore, these beam patterns/beams are spatially 

orthogonal to each other and are called orthogonal beams [20]. 

In contrast to an ES TB, in an ATBBF multiple replicated streams of a user 

signal are equal to the number of transmit beamformers i.e. each stream is assigned to 

a TB. A stream is multiplied by its respective adaptive complex base band beamspace 

weight and then fed to its TB. In other words, in an ATBBF each TB has an adaptive 

complex beamspace weight that weighs the input to the TB. The outputs of each TB 

for an antenna are summed at the base band level before being fed to that antenna 

through the transceiver [19]. 

The beam pattern of each TB is steered towards a fixed different direction. 

Adaptation of a beamspace weight results in altering only the magnitude of this beam 

pattern, while its steered direction remains constant i.e. an ATBBF is devised whose 

orthogonal beams are adaptively weighed. An ATBBF is thus able to combine 

beamforming and angle diversity by forming a beam in the desired direction by 

superposition of weighted orthogonal beams in space [42]. The beamspace weights of 

an ATBBF are updated by a new method in which GSF is modified so that instead of 

updating antenna weights of the ES TB, beamspace weights of an ATBBF are 

adapted. The feedback still consists of a single bit, as was with GSF. Due to these 

reasons this method is called the Beamspace Gradient Sign Feedback (BGSF) 

algorithm. 

Construction and various types of an ATBBF are defined and its beam pattern 

is formulated [43]. The system model of a Full Dimension Adaptive Transmit 

Beamspace Beamformer (FD ATBBF) having transmit signal vector, received signal, 

static channel vector and performance metric in a MISO FDD system is devised [42, 

43]. Based on this beam pattern formulation and system model, simulations are 

performed on single, double, and triple static multipath downlink MISO channels with 

a BGSF algorithm updating beamspace weights of a FD ATBBF [43]. The simulation 

results are analyzed, which reveal that the beam pattern and beamspace weights of the 

FD ATBBF converge for all channel scenarios [43]. It highlighted that the FD 

ATBBF can fairly utilize the downlink channel by directing the main lobes or lobes in 

the direction of various multipath [43].  

Implementation of a Reduced Dimension Adaptive Transmit Beamspace 

Beamformer (RD ATBBF) is shown. The RD ATBBF’s beam pattern evolution and 

beamspace weight convergence is simulated and analyzed in a triple multipath static 
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channel. Simulation analysis shows that the beamspace weights and beam pattern of 

the RD ATBBF converge earlier than the FD ATBBF; the RD ATBBF, however, 

provides substantially lesser gain than the FD ATBBF at a desired multipath direction.  

Performance curves of a FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB with GSF [29, 

44] are generated in various single, double and triple multipath static channels. Their 

comparison reveals that the RD ATBBF attains and converges to an optimum 

performance in only some channels, while both the FD ATBBF and ES TB attain 

optimum performance in all of the above various static channels. However, the ES TB 

fails to converge to optimum values in certain channels when uniform initial antenna 

weights are used. The FD ATBBF converges earlier than the ES TB in double and 

triple multipath channels that have no multipath towards the broadside, provided both 

of them have uniform initial beamspace and antenna weights respectively. In case of 

such single multipath channel both FD ATBBF and ES TB converge at the same time. 

A dynamic system model for an ATTBF is formulated, which is undergoing 

First order Autoregressive (AR1) Rayleigh fading that is uncorrelated across the 

antenna elements of the TAA [45]. Tracking performance of the ATBBF is analyzed 

in the above dynamic channels. Different channel fading rates representing slow and 

fast fading channels are taken. Both the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF are considered. 

Comparisons show that the FD ATBBF gives an equivalent performance to that of the 

ES TB [29, 46], while it outperforms the RD ATBBF in all of the above different 

slow and fast fading channels [45]. Therefore the FD ATBBF has the same 

beamforming gain and provides similar fading diversity as that of an ES TB. 

Bit Error Rate (BER) studies for the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF were 

performed to compare their performance with non beamforming techniques like STC 

[13] in the above fast and slow fading MISO channels in the presence of noise. BER 

studies for an ES TB, single transmit antenna (no diversity) and optimal weights were 

also added. The studies confirmed the performance curve analysis in [45] and 

revealed that the BER performance curves of the FD ATBBF and ES TB were similar 

in the above slow and fast fading channels with noise. Both of them outperformed 

STC in slow fading, while in fast fading they were outperformed by STC. 

In order to improve the performance of an ATBBF in fast fading channels, the 

solution lies in acquiring some of the full diversity gain provided by STC along with 

inheriting some of the beamforming gain from the ATBBF. This calls for angle 

diversity that can be provided by the ATBBF. An ATBBF has fixed orthogonal beams 
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pointing in different directions in spatial space. The channels experienced by a data 

symbol through two different orthogonal beams is shown to be uncorrelated. The 

uncorrelated orthogonal beam channels could be utilized as uncorrelated spatial 

channels of STC. These beams or beam channels can also be adaptively weighted by 

an ATBBF. Thus this new technique, named Space Time Coded Adaptive Transmit 

Beamspace Beamformer (STCATBBF), could provide angle diversity gain when the 

beamforming gain of the FD ATBBF is diminished in a fast fading flat channel. When 

the diversity gain is less than the beamforming gain in slow fading channels, the 

STCATBBF can also provide beamforming gain. The BER performance of the 

STCATBBF was simulated and compared with the FD ATBBF and STC in the above 

slow and fast flat fading channels with noise. It was shown that in fast fading the 

STCATBBF gives a significantly better performance than the FD ATBBF, while in 

slow fading it outperforms STC. 

 

1.4 Organization 

 

After this first introductory chapter, the thesis content spans the next four 

chapters followed by a conclusion. The second chapter explains an ATBBF’s 

presence at the BS of a wireless system. Its basic composition is explained and types 

are defined. The ATBBF’s transmit beam pattern is formulated and shown to be a sum 

of adaptively weighted beams. In case of a FD ATBBF these beams are proven to be 

mutually orthogonal with one another in spatial space. Compact mathematical 

representation of various functions performed in an ATBBF is stated along with an 

algorithm for updating the beamspace weight vector of an ATBBF in the above 

scenario. 

The third chapter provides a MISO FDD static wireless system model for the 

above FD ATBBF. The performance metric of the FD ATBBF is derived. System 

implementation for the adaptation of the FD ATBBF’s beamspace weight vector in 

the above system scenario is dwelled upon. It also explains the unique evolution of the 

beam pattern of the FD ATBBF in relation to the convergence of its adaptive 

beamspace weights for static channels. The relationship between the magnitude of the 

converged beamspace weight and convergence time with the direction of the 

multipath is also explained. Lastly, beam pattern evolution and weight vector 
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convergence of a FD ATBBF is compared with that of an ES TB having antenna 

weight adaptation under GSF [29, 44]. 

The fourth chapter demonstrates the performance of an ATBBF in static and 

dynamic channels. Firstly, the Eigenvalue analysis of a static channel is carried out to 

find the maximum possible performance. The performance curves of a FD ATBBF 

are generated in various static channels to demonstrate that the FD ATBBF achieves 

optimum performance after the convergence of its beamspace weights. 

Implementation, beam pattern evolution and beamspace weight convergence of a RD 

ATBBF is explained along with its comparisons with a FD ATBBF. Performance 

curves of the FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB are generated and compared in 

terms of their achievable performances and convergence times in general static 

channels. The dynamic channel is defined. Performance analysis of both the FD 

ATBBF and RD ATBBF in a dynamic channel is elaborated upon. Performance 

curves of FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB in dynamic channels are generated, 

compared and analyzed. 

The fifth chapter provides BER studies for a FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and an 

ES TB in various dynamic channels with noise to subsequently compare them with 

techniques that provide only diversity gain and no beamforming gain like STC. In 

order to improve an ATBBF’s performance in fast fading channels, a new 

combination of STC and ATBBF called the STCATBBF is proposed. This 

combination is made possible by utilizing the orthogonal beams of an ATBBF. The 

new transmit signal vector, received signal and cost function of a STCATBBF are 

formulated. The system implementation of the STCATBBF’s adaptive algorithm is 

given. Independence between channels of different orthogonal beams is explained. 

Lastly, BER simulations and subsequent studies are performed for the STCATBBF in 

the above dynamic channel along with comparisons with other techniques. 

The Conclusion is the last and the sixth chapter. Various results formulated or 

observed in the above four chapters are summarized. The advantages of a FD ATBBF, 

RD ATBBF and STCATBBF derived from the aforementioned results are listed. 

Lastly, applications to current and future wireless systems are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
 

 

Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer  
 

 

This chapter explains the requirement of an Adaptive Transmit Beamspace 

beamformer (ATBBF) at the BS of a wireless system. Both types of an ATBBF i.e. 

FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF are defined. The transmit beam pattern of an ATBBF is 

derived in detail and shown to be the sum of adaptively weighted beams. These beams 

are shown to be mutually orthogonal with one another in spatial space for a FD 

ATBBF. Compact mathematical representation of various functions performed in an 

ATBBF in terms of the beamspace matrix and beamspace weight vector is given. The 

BGSF algorithm for updating the beamspace weights of an ATBBF present in the 

above scenario is presented and its various aspects discussed. 

The derived equations for transmit beam pattern will be used for in depth 

analysis of beam pattern evolution and performance of  FD ATBBF, ES TB and RD 

ATBBF in various static channels in chapter 3 and 4. Formulated mathematical 

equations for mutually orthogonal ATBBF’s beams will help combine diversity and 

beamforming gain in STCATBBF in chapter 5. 

 

 

2.1 Construction 

 

An ATBBF consists of   TBs on the TAA. A TAA is assumed to be a 

Uniform Linear Array (ULA) having   isotropic antenna elements with inter-element 

spacing   equal to half of the carrier wavelength i.e.   
 

 
. Furthermore, TAA is 

assumed to be aligned along the z-axis at the base station and is centered at the origin.  

In a FD ATBBF, the number of TBs is equivalent to the number of antenna 

elements of the TAA i.e.      In a RD ATBBF the number of TBs is less than the 

number of antenna elements i.e.    . Each of the   TBs has a constant weight 

vector of size     for the antenna elements of the TAA. Each of the   TBs forms a 

beam pattern.  
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In a FD ATBBF, among the   TBs there is always one TB whose beam 

pattern is directed towards broadside (    , where   is the angle of elevation in a 

spherical coordinate system). This beam pattern is called the center beam. The center 

beam is formed by a TB that weighs each element of the above ULA with uniform 

weights. Weight vectors for other TBs are chosen so that their beam patterns/beams 

are directed on either side of broadside and are uniformly spread out in the total 

spatial span of a ULA. This will give a total of     TBs/beams of the FD ATBBF 

as shown for a receive beamspace beamformer in [20]. For a RD ATBBF, a reduced 

set of     beams/TBs are selected.  

 

2.2 Beam pattern formulation 

 

Let the position vector for the     antenna element of the TAA be        . 

As the TAA is a standard ULA centered at the origin, therefore: 

 

              

 
           

 
 
 

 
                       

 (2.1) 

 

Assume that the baseband signal emitting into free space from this     

element is      . Taking the same far field assumption and description for a 

transmitting linear array as in [47], these signals when approaching the MS at point   

in the far field of the antenna array become   plane waves. The total received signal 

      at   becomes: 

 

                                  (2.2) 

 

Here    corresponds to time of arrival of       at point   with respect to its 

arrival from the origin of the coordinate system. A positive value of    indicates that 

its respective signal       from   , reached point   earlier than it would have from 

the origin, whereas a negative value of    indicates that       reached point   later 

than it would have from the origin. Let these   plane waves have temporal (radian) 

frequency    and wave length  . The direction of these plane waves is along the    
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unit vector of the spherical coordinate system (as all antennas are isotropic sources). 

The value of    can be found by: 

 

 n=
     

c
 

       

c
 

      
 
      

2c
     (2.3) 

 

where   is the velocity of propagation in the medium. Hence if   is above the 

   plane then the array elements above this plane would have positive    , while it 

would be negative for array elements below    plane. Similarly, wavenumber vector 

  of   plane waves in far field becomes: 

 

  
  

 
   

  

 
   

  

 
           (2.4) 

 

where        is the unit vector of  . 

Substituting value of   and    from (2.4) and (2.1) respectively, the product 

     becomes: 

 

                   
  

 
      

   

 
 
 

 
          

 
       (2.5) 

 

From (2.3) and (2.5) it can be seen that: 

 

              (2.6) 

 

Defining the     array manifold vector       as in [20]: 

 

       

       

       
 

         

   

       

       

 
         

     (2.7) 

 

Substituting the value of the product      from (2.5) into (2.7) we get: 
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     (2.8) 

 

The set of transmitted plane waves       can be represented by a     

transmitted signal vector     : 

 

      

     

     
 

       

      (2.9) 

 

Its Fourier transform is: 

 

      

     

     
 

       

      (2.10) 

 

Fourier transform of (2.2) is: 

 

             
                   

         (2.11) 

 

Incorporating       and      from (2.7) and (2.10) respectively in (2.11) we 

get: 

 

         
             (2.12) 

 

Each transmitted plane wave       at the     transmit antenna of the TB is 

obtained after passing the signal to be sent       through a respective Linear Time 

Invariant (LTI) filter with an impulse response      : 

 

                  
 

  
     (2.13) 
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Recovery of      at the receive point   is possible if       time shifts      by 

  at the     transmitter antenna. This implies that       is: 

 

      
       

 
    (2.14) 

 

A normalization factor 
 

 
 has been included in (2.14) so that the received 

signal       at point   comes out to be      as shown below. Substituting the value of 

      from (2.14) into (2.13): 

 

      
 

 
              

 

  
    

 
          (2.15) 

 

Substituting the above value of       from (2.15) into (2.2) yields       

     as required. The beam pattern is formulated by assuming that the signal to be 

sent      is an eigen function i.e.     
 

  
     . Then the transmitted plane wave 

      from the     transmit antenna becomes from (2.15): 

 

      
 

  
        

 

  
        

 

  
        

 

  
           

 
 

  
       

                  (2.16) 

 

Thus Fourier of       becomes: 

 

                         (2.17) 

 

As       exists only at      because of the impulse in (2.17), it becomes: 

 

                  (2.18) 

 

If we define     vector       as 
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      (2.19) 

 

      is just the scalar extension of        to vector form containing the 

response of all LTI filters. Then from (2.10), (2.18) and (2.19)  

 

                 (2.20) 

 

Substituting       in terms of      ,        in (2.12) becomes: 

 

          
                     (2.21) 

 

The above expression is called the frequency-wavenumber response function 

       . The beam pattern is the frequency-wave number response function 

evaluated versus direction of   i.e. its unit vector       . In other words, the beam 

pattern is the frequency-wavenumber response evaluated on a sphere of radius 
  

 
 i.e. 

 

             
              

 
      

    (2.22) 

 

Comparing the above expression of the TB's beam pattern with that of the RB 

in [20], it becomes evident that in a TB, LTI impulse response filter vector       acts 

on the signal vector      before it is transmitted as a set of plane waves.  

Now let        be a bandpass signal transmitted from    antenna, which is 

given as [20] 

 

                  
         (2.23) 

 

where    is the carrier frequency,       is the base band complex envelope of 

      , which is band limited to a region. On substituting       from (2.15), (2.23) 

becomes 
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              (2.24) 

 

Applying narrowband signal assumptions for bandpass transmitted plane wave 

signal        as discussed in [20] for a RB, we get: 

 

             
 
                   (2.25) 

 

Previously       was obtained by the convolution of      with filter 

response      . This response       was a delay as given in (2.14). Now under 

narrow band assumptions,       can be obtained by a cascade of a phase 

shifter         and gain ( 
 
). This cascade can be represented by a complex weight 

  , hence (2.25) becomes 

 

                   
         (2.26) 

 

To find the beam pattern substitute      
 

  
     . From (2.26),        

becomes: 

 

              
 

  
               (2.27) 

 

I.e.       becomes: 

 

        
 

  
         (2.28) 

 

On comparing (2.16) and (2.28) 

 

               (2.29) 

 

Let the     complex weight vector   represent the   complex weights     

            . Then from (2.19) and (2.29) we get 

 

              (2.30) 
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Substituting this value of       in (2.22) gives the beam pattern of a TB 

transmitting narrowband pass band signals: 

 

             
      

  
  

 
      

   (2.31) 

 

Substitute the value of       from (2.8) in the above beam pattern expression 

of (2.31), which becomes 

 

             
     
         

   
 
     

    (2.32) 

 

The beam pattern in (2.32) varies only with   therefore the beam pattern in 

(2.32) becomes 

 

         
   
 
       

     
              (2.33) 

 

Thus to a z-axis aligned TAA, spatial direction for the TB’s beam pattern is 

given in terms of     . As   varies from   to  ,      varies from 1 to -1. Hence the 

total span of spatial space is 2. Mutual coupling has been neglected because distance 

between antenna elements is    , which is the least distance required for low or no 

mutual coupling [48]. Therefore for isotropic antenna elements of a standard uniform 

linear TAA, the TB’s beam pattern is equivalent to its array factor given above in 

(2.33). 

A uniformly weighted array means        i.e. beam pattern in (2.33) 

becomes: 

 

      

 
    

   
 
                  

     

 
    

   
 
       

       

         
    (2.34) 

 

  

 
    

   
 
    

 
       

   
       

   
        

  

 
      

   
      

   
       

  

     (2.35) 
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        (2.36) 

 

This beam pattern is directed at broad side and becomes the center beam of an 

ATBBF. Beam patterns/beams of other TBs are formed on either side of the center 

beam by shifting it by specified values so that   beams are accommodated and 

uniformly spread out in the total spatial span (which is  ). This shift between the 

consecutive beams comes out to be     in spatial space       . In other words, the 

beams are apart from each other by     in spatial space.  

Thus from the above discussion and the center beam’s beam pattern given in 

(2.36), the beam pattern/beam of any     TB of an ATBBF becomes: 

 

      
 

 

              
  
   

      
 
        

 
  

     (2.37) 

 

where for   even,      
 

 
     

 

 
, while for   odd,      

   

 
   

   

 
 as for a RB in 

beamspace [20]. 

E.g. for    ,    
 

 
    

 

 
         . This gives the following values in 

spatial space where the beams are shifted i.e.       

 
             

 
       

 

 
   . In 

terms of elevation angle   this amounts to                 where the beams are 

directed.  

The beam pattern of an ATBBF is the sum of adaptively weighted beam 

patterns of the   transmit beamformers i.e. for   even: 

 

               m

 

 

   
 

 
  

        (2.38) 

 

Here      is the     complex adaptive beamspace weight for weighing the 

    TB beam pattern. Substituting the value of       from (2.37) we get: 

 

            
    
 

      
 
        

 
  

     
 
        

 
  

 

 

   
 

 
  

   (2.39) 

 

For    , beamspace weights                      weigh beams directed 

at                 respectively. The above beam pattern of an ATBBF i.e. 
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           is for both implementations of an ATBBF e.g. for     antennas,     

for a FD ATBBF, while     or     or     for a RD ATBBF.  

 

2.3 Orthogonal beams in spatial space 

 

The beam patterns of   TBs of a FD ATBBF found in the previous section are 

orthogonal to each other in spatial space. The basic reason is that the weight vectors 

of various TBs of a FD ATBBF are mutually orthogonal as shown below. From (2.37) 

the beam pattern of any     TB of an ATBBF is: 

 

      
 

 

  

         
  
 

 

   

          
  
 

 

  

  

        
  
 

 

   

         
  
 

 

  

   (2.40) 

Or 

 

  

 
    

   
 
        

 
 

 

         
  
 

 

   

         
  
 

 

   

          
  
 

 

  

 

        
  
 

 

   

        
  
 

 

   

         
  
 

 

  

 (2.41) 

 

  

 
    

   
 
        

 
 
    

         
  
  

 

    
        

  
  

 

     (2.42) 

 

  

 
    

   
 
        

 
            

  
 
      

       (2.43) 

 

  
  
  
   
 

 
  
 

 

 
      

  
 
      

         
   
 
     

   (2.44) 

 

On comparing the above beam pattern of any     TB in (2.44) with a beam 

pattern of a TB having a standard uniform linear TAA in (2.32), the     antenna 

element weight of the     TB i.e.     becomes: 
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       (2.45) 

 

As   varies from           , therefore, the     complex weight vector 

   consisting of antenna element weights of a TAA for any     TB becomes: 

 

   
  
  
   
 

 
  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

     
  
 
 

      
  
 
 

 
 

          
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

     (2.46) 

 

The above equation shows that the weight vector of each TB is normalized by 

  so that the maximum beamforming gain provided by a TB in its steered direction is 

0 dB as was done in (2.14).  

Similarly for any     TB where   lies in the range   
 

 
     

 

 
, its weight 

vector    becomes: 

 

   
  
  
   
 

 
  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

     
  
 
 

      
  
 
 

 
 

    
        

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

     (2.47) 

 

Finding the inner product of    and    we get: 

 

  
    

  
   

   
 

 
  
 

 

 

  
  
   
 

 
  
 
 

 
      

  
 
       

  
 
      

     (2.48) 

 

  
    

  
  
   
 

     

  
   

   

 
          

       (2.49) 

 

If    , then (2.49) becomes: 
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        (2.50) 

 

Else if     and     for a FD ATBBF, then from [49] we know 

 

   
   

 
          

           (2.51) 

 

Hence for    , (2.49) becomes: 

 

  
           (2.52) 

 

Thus from (2.50) and (2.52) it becomes clear that weight vectors of various 

TBs of a FD ATBBF are mutually orthogonal. This result is extended below to show 

that the beam patterns/beams of various TBs of a FD ATBBF are also mutually 

orthogonal. The beam pattern of any     TB of a FD ATBBF       is given in   

space in (2.44). Orthogonality of beam patterns of a FD ATBBF can be easily 

demonstrated if       is defined in another space denoted by  , which is the 

directional cosine with respect to the  -axis i.e. 

 

            (2.53) 

 

Then       becomes       in   space i.e. from (2.44) we get 

 

       
  
  
   
 

 
  
 

 

 
      

  
 
      

         
   

 
  

  (2.54) 

 

Identifying the     antenna element weight of the     TB (i.e.    ) in (2.54) 

from (2.45), (2.54) becomes: 

 

          
   
 
     

     
            (2.55) 

 

In terms of the complex weight vector    of any     TB, its       becomes 
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       (2.56) 

 

The array manifold vector       given in (2.8) becomes       in   space and 

is given by: 

 

      

 
 
 
 
        

   
 
     

       
   
 
     

 

         
   
 
      

 
 
 
 

     (2.57) 

 

while in   space it is given as       and from (2.57) it becomes: 

 

      

 
 
 
 
        

   
 
  

       
   
 
  

 

         
   
 
   
 
 
 
 

     (2.58) 

 

Substituting       from (2.58) into the expression of       in (2.56), it 

becomes: 

 

        
           (2.59) 

 

Similarly for a     TB, its beam pattern       is: 

 

        
           (2.60) 

 

As   varies from   to  ,   varies from 1 to -1 i.e. for any     TB its beam 

pattern has        range in   space. In order to show that the beams are 

mutually orthogonal we need to evaluate the following, as given in [50]: 
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    (2.61) 

 

    
        

      
  

    
    (2.62) 

 

The inner product constituent vectors can be interchanged i.e.   
       

  
   

     and the above equation becomes: 

 

    
   

      
      

  

    
     (2.63) 

 

   
    

      
    

 

    
     

    (2.64) 

 

Evaluating the integrand   
      

     we get a     matrix as follows: 

 

 

 
 
 
 
       

   
 
  

      
   
 
  

 

        
   
 
   
 
 
 
 

        
   
 
  

 
         

 
  

           
   
 
   

 (2.65) 

 

=

 
 
 
 
 
 

       
                 

  

            

           

  
 
 

                   

                      
  

    
 
 
 
 
 

   (2.66) 

 

On integrating the above terms of the matrix, all the diagonal terms become 2, 

while all the non diagonal terms evaluate to zero because we know from [49] that  

 

   
  

 
        

 
  

            
            

      (2.67) 

 

Here     in   space. Hence (2.64) becomes: 

 

    
     

     
   

     
       (2.68) 
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On combining (2.68) with the results of (2.50) and (2.52) we get 

 

        
    

 

    
      

    
       

 
   (2.69) 

 

Thus (2.69) shows that the beam patterns of any     and     TB of a FD 

ATBBF are mutually orthogonal. 

 

2.4 Beamspace matrix and beamspace weight vector 

 

In a FD ATBBF there are     antenna weight vectors, while a RD ATBBF 

has     antenna weight vectors. In order to accommodate the antenna weight 

vectors of all the TBs of a FD ATBBF/RD ATBBF in one matrix we define     

beamspace matrix     . The     weight vector    represents the   antenna 

weights of a     TB. This   lies is in the range  
 

 
     

 

 
 for a FD 

ATBBF/RD ATBBF for   even from (2.37). In this case    is assigned to the 

   
 

 
    column of    . Similarly   lies in the range –

   

 
   

   

 
 for a FD 

ATBBF/RD ATBBF for   odd from (2.37). In this case    is assigned to the 

   
   

 
    column of    .  

We know from (2.50) and (2.52) that the weight vectors of the various TB’s of 

a FD ATBBF are mutually orthogonal. This implies that the columns of      for a FD 

ATBBF which are these weight vectors, become mutually orthogonal i.e. 

 

   
     

 

 
      (2.70) 

 

The beam pattern expression of an ATBBF in   space            can be 

written concisely in terms of the     . Identifying the     antenna element weight of 

the     TB (i.e.    ) from (2.45) in the beam pattern expression of the     TB 

      in (2.44),       becomes: 

 

          
   
 
        

     
               (2.71) 
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In terms of the complex weight vector    of any     TB,       becomes: 

 

      

 
 
 
 
       

   
 
     

      
   
 
     

 

        
   
 
      

 
 
 
 
 

      (2.72) 

 

Substituting       from (2.57) into the above expression, it becomes 

 

        
           (2.73) 

 

Substituting       from (2.73) into the beam pattern expression of a FD 

ATBBF/RD ATBBF           in (2.38), we get 

 

              m

 

 

   
 

 
  

  
         (2.74) 

 

Also define a     beamspace weight vector     having all the   complex 

adaptive beamspace weights    m
. Incorporating     and     in (2.74),            

becomes: 

 

            
               (2.75) 

 

The transmission of signal through an ATBBF is also compactly represented 

in terms of     and    . Assume that the signal to be sent by an ATBBF is  . This   

is replicated   times and each replica is fed to a     adaptive beamspace weight of 

the     TB i.e.    m
 as shown in Figure 2.1 below. In other words   is processed by 

    to give a     vector     :  

 

             (2.76) 
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Figure 2.1: A FD ATBBF having     TBs and     antenna elements on the 

TAA 

 

Each single element of     or each output from a     beamspace weight is 

made an input to the respective     TB, where it is further processed by the     

antenna weight vector    to give a     output vector    

 

             (2.77) 

 

These   output vectors of   TBs, each of size     are added to give a 

resultant     transmit signal vector   for the ATBBF i.e. 

 

     

 

 

   
 

 
  

    (2.78) 

 

Substituting the value of    from (2.77) into (2.78), we get: 
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    (2.79) 

 

From (2.76) each element of      vector i.e.      is equivalent to    m
 , (2.79) 

therefore becomes: 

 

        m
 

 

 

   
 

 
  

    (2.80) 

 

Substituting     and     in (2.80),   finally becomes 

 

              (2.81) 

 

2.5 Adaptation of beamspace weight vector 

 

Both a RB and TB have to know about the wireless channel environment in 

order to arrive at their optimal antenna weights for providing maximal beamforming 

gain. Secondly, they have to keep track of the wireless channel as it changes so as to 

update their weights. Data independent beamformers present a specified response for 

all channel scenarios [51]. Clearly they cannot provide optimum performance for a 

changing signal and interference scenario. Statistically optimum beamformers find 

weights on the basis of the statistics of the data received at the array. These methods 

require that the data is wide sense stationary and its second order statistics are known 

[51]. In a wireless channel the data statistics are unknown and time varying. By the 

assumption of ergodicity the data statistics can be estimated, but as the statistics also 

change with time, typically weights are determined by adaptive algorithms [51]. 

The continuous adaptive approach, where the weights are adjusted at each data 

sample (such that the weight vector finally converges to the optimum), is preferred for 

a wireless channel because the statistics are time varying [51]. The Steepest Descent 

(SD) method is basic to the understanding of gradient based continuous adaptive 

approaches. It provides an iterative recursive algorithmic computation of the Wiener 

filter for stochastic inputs. It also tracks the time variations in the signal statistics for a 

non-stationary environment, without having to solve the Wiener-Hopf equations each 
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time the statistics change [52]. SD is a simple form of iterative descent; the successive 

adjustments applied to the weight vector are in the direction of the steepest descent. 

This is the direction opposite to the direction of the gradient of the cost function. Thus 

starting with an initial vector, a sequence of vectors is generated so that cost function 

reduces at subsequent iterations. 

The SD method leads to the popular Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm 

[51]. LMS belongs to the stochastic gradient approach which is different from the 

deterministic gradient approach of SD. In SD the successive adjustments applied to 

the weight vector are in the direction of the steepest descent. On the other hand, in 

LMS the set of directions are quite random when the algorithm steps from one to the 

next iteration. Thus they cannot be thought of true gradient directions. LMS is simpler 

than the SD algorithm, which requires an exact measurement of the gradient vector of 

the cost function [52]. It is also more practical because in unknown wireless channels 

an exact measurement of the gradient vector is not possible and has to be estimated. 

LMS replaces the exact measurement of the gradient with its instantaneous estimate 

[51]; therefore, recursive computation of each tap weight in LMS suffers from 

gradient noise.  

The instantaneous estimate is actually the adjustment that is applied to the 

weight vector [52] in LMS. This estimate is equivalent to the product of the input 

signal vector and estimation error in a Weiner filter that is determined by the LMS. 

LMS can be applied at the RB for mitigating the time varying wireless channel. The 

input signal vector is the signal impinging on the antenna array of the RB. The 

estimation error would be the difference between the desired signal and output of the 

Weiner filter. The desired signal could be the training/pilot signal provided for 

channel demodulation in a wireless system.  

As discussed previously, for a TB in a FDD channel environment where the 

uplink and downlink are uncorrelated there could be two approaches. First are the 

Direction of Arrival (DOA) methods where correlation analysis of the uplink finally 

leads to inference about the downlink. Second are the types of TB with feedback 

methods. If the transmit/receive antenna array at the BS has inter-element spacing 

equivalent to at least half of the carrier wavelength (i.e. 
 

 
 ), then the signal received at 

different antenna elements in uplink are almost independent in a uniform/rich 

scattering environment [4, 47]. This independent/uncorrelated fading at the antennas 
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means no correlation analysis can be performed. Hence DOA methods cannot provide 

fading diversity.  

Only the TB with feedback methods can provide fading diversity. Among the 

methods proposed for this scheme, GSF based algorithms excel due to the reasons 

already cited in the background of the previous chapter. GSF is actually a more coarse 

form of stochastic gradient algorithms [29]. In a stochastic gradient algorithm like 

LMS, the gradient vector is the instantaneous version of the exact estimated gradient 

vector. In GSF, even the instantaneous gradient vector is not available; rather, only 

instantaneous binary gradient information of the cost function is provided. The 

instantaneous gradient vector cannot be used to update the antenna weight vector at 

the TB in MISO FDD systems because it is available only at the MS for MIMO and 

SIMO systems. Secondly, it cannot be sent to the BS because of feedback limitations 

especially in 3G wireless systems. Thus this form of coarse estimate of the gradient 

vector of the cost function is the best available option for gradient algorithms in the 

downlink channel scenario. 

In an ATBBF, the base band beamspace weights in the beamspace vector     

are adaptive, while the antenna weights in the beamspace matrix     are constant. 

These beamspace weights are to be updated so as to maximize the cost function. The 

cost function is the useful power delivered to the MS by the ATBBF for constrained 

transmission power. The ATBBF adapts its beamspace weights based on the above 

explained coarse estimate of the gradient vector of an ATBBF’s cost function. Here 

this coarse estimate updates the beamspace weights of an ATBBF. Hence this process 

of updating beamspace weights is called Beamspace Gradient Sign Feedback (BGSF) 

algorithm. 

In BGSF, two beamspace weight vectors are generated by perturbation from 

the beamspace weight vector    .     is the beamspace weight vector with which the 

data signal   is transmitted from an ATBBF. The two generated beamspace weight 

vectors are used as beamspace weight vectors to transmit the dedicated pilot signal in 

consecutive even and odd time slots. A dedicated pilot signal per MS is available in 

3G CDMA [17] and B3G LTE [40] wireless systems in addition to the common pilot 

training sequence available in these wireless systems [17, 1].  

The mobile receiver calculates the power delivered by the pilot signal in even 

and odd time slots. It generates a one sign bit feedback indicating which slot gave 
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greater power. On the basis of this feedback, the ATBBF selects the beamspace 

weight vector of the indicated slot as the beamspace weight vector with which the 

data signal is to be sent in the next iteration. The adaptation of an ATBBF’s 

beamspace weight vector continues, finally converging for any static channel as 

shown in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Beam Pattern Evolution and Beamspace 

Weight Vector Convergence 

 

 

The previous chapter presented a FD ATBBF at the BS of a wireless system. 

In this chapter, a MISO FDD wireless system model is illustrated for the above FD 

ATBBF. This system model consists of static wireless channels having single, double 

or triple multipath. The performance metric/cost function of a FD ATBBF is given 

along with the implementation details of the adaptation of the FD ATBBF’s 

beamspace weight vector in this system. This chapter also explains the unique 

evolution of the beam pattern of a FD ATBBF in relation to the convergence of its 

adaptive beamspace weights for the above static channels. The relationship between 

the magnitude of the converged beamspace weight and the direction of the multipath 

is also explained. Similarly, the dependence of the convergence time of a particular 

beamspace weight on multipath directions is also elaborated. Lastly, the beam pattern 

evolution and weight vector convergence of a FD ATBBF is compared with that of an 

ES TB having antenna weight adaptation under GSF [29, 44] in similar wireless 

channels to highlight their differences. 

 

3.1 System model 

 

The system model consists of an ATBBF at the BS of a 3G CDMA wireless 

system in a static channel. In 3G CDMA systems, multiple antennas are defined only 

at the BS [34] and secondly, as stated in the background of the previous chapter, they 

are FDD systems. This translates to a MISO FDD per user wireless system for the 

downlink channel. CDMA utilizes the Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple 

Access (DS-CDMA). The Nyquist sampling theorem has been applied to the system 

model for appropriate discrete time signal representation. The system consists of an 
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ATBBF having   TBs on a standard TAA at the BS as described in the previous 

chapter. 

 

3.1.1 Transmit data signal 

Let    be the Nyquist sampling time index,              is the transmitted 

sequence and         
   

 is the transmit power. The subscript   with the Nyquist 

sampling time index i.e.    has been used to differentiate it from the symbol for the 

    antenna element i.e.  . The traffic signal vector transmitted by the ATBBF from 

(2.81) with              and         
   

 becomes: 

 

                
   

                         (3.1) 

 

Here   is the time index denoting the     iteration number of the BGSF 

algorithm, where   is some integral multiple of   .        is the beamspace weight 

vector of the ATBBF in the     iteration of the BGSF. The product           is to be 

normalized, so that the direction of the product is taken into account rater than its 

magnitude. Therefore (3.1) becomes: 

 

                
   

 
         

           
               (3.2) 

 

The simplification of this norm becomes: 

 

                                     (3.3) 

 

From the Hermitian transpose property [20], we get 

 

           
     

       
     (3.4) 

 

Substituting the value of            
  from (3.4) into (3.3), we get 
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             (3.5) 

 

Applying the property of orthogonality of columns of a beamspace matrix of a 

FD ATBBF given in (2.70), (3.5) becomes  

 

                
    

 

 
           

          

 
 

        

  
 (3.6) 

 

Substituting the value of norm from (3.6) into (3.2),       for a FD ATBBF 

becomes 

 

                
   

 
           

        
               (3.7) 

 

3.1.2 Static channel 

The MISO wireless channel has   delay paths/multipath. A wideband channel 

has more than one       delay paths, while a narrow band channel has a single 

      path. Assume that    is the     channel vector representing all the complex 

channel coefficients of the     multipath.     is the     channel coefficient of    that 

represents the path from the     antenna element to the MS for the     delay path. The 

delays between the multipath are an integral multiple of the Nyquist sample time   . 

The channel is static therefore channel vectors for all delay paths remain constant i.e.  

 

                                         (3.8) 

 

Here   is the same time index which represents the iteration number of the 

BGSF algorithm as in (3.1). 

 

3.1.3 Received data signal 

The received data signal at the mobile becomes: 
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     (3.9) 

 

Here       is the complex zero mean Gaussian noise with variance    
 . 

Perfect channel estimation has been assumed for channel demodulation at the 

receiver. At this point no pilot signals have been introduced. 

 

3.2 Cost function/performance metric 

 

As discussed in the last section of the previous chapter, the useful power 

delivered by an ATBBF to a MS for constrained transmission power is the cost 

function of an ATBBF. For the     multipath the useful received signal voltage from 

(3.9) is  

 

         
             

   
 
           

        
                (3.10) 

 

The power   
   
     of the above signal       is its square divided by unit 

resistance [53] i.e.  

 

  
   
        

             
   

 
           

        
                

   
             

   
 
           

        
               

 

(3.11) 

 

The power of the modulated signal sequence               
 
 is assumed one 

i.e. (3.11) becomes: 

 

  
   
             

    

        
 
   
                  

               
 (3.12) 

 

From the Hermitian transpose property the above equation becomes: 
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        (3.13) 

 

Each of the terms in the two brackets is a scalar quantity. Scalar multiplication 

is commutative, reversing the sequence of the two terms does not affect the product 

i.e. we get 

 

  
   
             

    

        
 
    

       
          

                (3.14) 

 

Or 

 

  
   
             

    

        
 
   
       

        
               (3.15) 

 

Defining the     channel correlation matrix       for the     multipath as 

follows: 

 

              
        (3.16) 

 

Inserting the value of       in (3.15) from (3.16) we get 

 

  
   
             

    

        
    

       
                 (3.17) 

 

The total useable power        is the sum of the usable power delivered by 

all the   delay paths i.e.  

 

                
    

        
 
   
       

                
   
    (3.18) 

 

Defining the     mobile gain matrix/channel correlation matrix       for 

all the   delay paths as follows [29]: 

 

             
        

          
   
      (3.19) 
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Substituting the value of      from (3.19) into (3.18), (3.18) becomes: 

 

               
    

        
    

       
                (3.20) 

 

The performance metric      of an ATBBF is the ratio of the useable power 

delivered by an ATBBF        to its constrained transmitted power         
   

. 

Therefore, the performance metric of the FD ATBBF from (3.20) becomes: 

 

             
      

 
       
    

    
       

               

        
    (3.21) 

 

3.3 System implementation of beamspace weight vector 

adaptation 

 

The adaptive algorithm for updating an ATBBF’s beamspace weight vector 

was explained in the last section of the previous chapter, which was named BGSF. 

This section outlines the realistic implementation of BGSF on a FD ATBBF in a 

MISO FDD system. BGSF is concerned with the selection of a beamspace weight 

vector that can maximize the ATBBF’s performance metric in a given wireless 

channel. The BGSF updates the FD ATBBF’s beamspace weights at the BS of a 3G 

CDMA MSIO FDD system, given as follows: 

 

3.3.1 At the base station transmitter 

The traffic signal vector       transmitted by the FD ATBBF with beamspace 

weight vector        in the     update interval is given in (3.7). For the pilot signal 

two     beamspace weight vectors            and           are generated from 

       at the BS as follows: 

 

                                  (3.22) 

 

                                 (3.23) 
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Here   is the adaptation rate parameter and   is the     test perturbation 

vector. The test perturbation vector is generated as a complex, zero mean, normal 

Gaussian vector with an     autocorrelation matrix of   . It is clear from equation 

(3.22) and (3.23) that        is the mean of            and          . A time slot of 

duration   is defined, where   is an integral multiple of the Nyquist sampling index 

  . The dedicated pilot signal is available in 3G CDMA [17] and B3G LTE [40] 

systems. This pilot signal is sent through the ATBBF with a beamspace weight vector 

equivalent to            during even slots   
  

 
        and with           in odd 

slots   
  

 
      . 

The update interval   of the BGSF algorithm is an integral multiple of duration 

of   . Assume this multiple to be   i.e.        . Let   represent any integer 

between       i.e.   represents any of the   slots of    duration in the     

update interval. Beamspace weight vectors for both traffic and pilot signal are held 

constant during the     update interval. The     transmitted pilot signal vector 

           in any     update interval becomes: 

 

                   
   

                

          

            
       

  

 
       

      
   

       
    

       
  

 
      

  (3.24) 

 

Here            is the pilot sequence modulation and       
   

 is the mean pilot 

channel transmission power. The     total transmit signal vector            during 

any     interval is: 

 

                              (3.25) 

 

On substituting from (3.7) and (3.24) the values of       and           , (3.25) 

becomes 
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     (3.26) 

 

3.2.2. At the mobile receiver 

The received signal is the channel passed traffic and pilot signal, to which 

noise is added as given in (3.9) i.e. 

 

      

   
             

   
 
           

        
                  

   

   
           

   
                

          

            
       

  

 
       

      
   

           
       

  

 
      

     
         (3.27) 

 

Code multiplexing can make            and              orthogonal to each 

other and hence they can be separated at the receiver. Assuming            has unit 

power, the power delivered by the pilot signal for even and odd slots from (3.20) 

becomes: 

 

          
   

     
       

   

            
        

       
                    (3.28) 

 

         
   

     
       

   

           
       

       
                   (3.29) 

 

It must be noted that the two products               and              have 

been normalized in (3.24). Therefore, the power delivered to the receiver by the pilot 

signal vector            in (3.28) and (3.29) is dependent upon the direction specified 

by               or              rather than their magnitudes. The mobile receiver 
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will sum           
   

     and          
   

     for all Nyquist sample intervals in the 

respective even and odd slots giving           
   

    and          
   

    respectively for the 

    even and odd slot as follows: 

 

          
   

               
   

     
  
 
      

   (3.30) 

 

         
   

              
   

     
  
 
     

   (3.31) 

 

Summing           
   

    and          
   

    over all values of   between     

 , one can get the total power delivered in even and odd slots of any     update 

interval i.e.           
   

    and          
   

    respectively become 

 

          
   

               
   

    
      (3.32) 

 

         
   

              
   

    
      (3.33) 

 

These two powers are compared at the MS for the     interval as follows: 

 

               
   

             
   

      (3.34) 

 

The sign of the above comparison becomes the feedback of the     interval of 

the BGSF algorithm as shown below: 

 

                          (3.35) 

 

The comparison generates a    feedback if power received by the MS through 

the pilot channel in the even slots of an     interval is greater than the power received 

by it in the odd slots of the same     interval, while it is    for vice versa. This sign 

bit is sent as feedback to the base station. 
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3.3.3 Returning to the base station transmitter 

The above feedback on reaching the base station updates     at the transmitter 

as follows: 

                      

                      (3.36) 

 

                      

                     (3.37) 

 

Feedback indicates which of the two pilot channels delivers more power to the 

mobile. The beamspace weight vector of the indicated pilot channel is chosen as the 

beamspace weight vector     with which the data signal is transmitted in the next 

update interval      . 

It can be gauged from the above formulations (3.22), (3.23), (3.36) and (3.37) 

that the beamspace weight vector norm       increases unchecked. However, in a 

practical realization of the above system,     would be normalized at each     

interval by modifying (3.36) and (3.37) as follows: 

 

                      

         
          

            
   (3.38) 

 

                      

         
         

           
   (3.39) 

 

3.4 Beam pattern evolution and convergence of beamspace 

weight vector 

 

This section illustrates the gradual update of a beamspace weight vector by an 

ATBBF and its convergence in various static channels. The corresponding ATBBF’s 

beam pattern given in terms of beamspace vector and beamspace matrix in (2.75) is 

calculated and depicted to show how this beam pattern gradually evolves into 
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single/multiple lobes as an ATBBF updates its beamspace weight vector. The 

convergence of the beamspace weight vector is governed by the convergence of its 

constituent   beamspace weights. The relationship of a beamspace weight’s 

convergence time and its converged magnitude on various multipath wireless 

channels is illustrated to clarify this progression of the ATBBF’s beam pattern. 

Three static wireless MISO channel scenarios have been separately simulated. 

The first, second and third channel scenarios consists of single, double and triple 

multipath having one, two and three channel vectors respectively. In a single 

multipath environment, signal energy arrives along a single path from each antenna of 

the TAA to the MS, while in double and triple multipath environments, signal energy 

from each antenna of the TAA follows respectively along two and three paths towards 

the MS.  

An ATBBF as described in section 2.1 is modeled. An ATBBF having     

TBs and     antenna elements on its TAA is implemented i.e. a FD ATBBBF as 

shown in Figure 2.1 is considered. In case of a RD ATBBF, the convergence of the 

beamspace weight vector, beam pattern and consequent dependence of beamspace 

weight’s convergence time and magnitude on wireless channel can be gauged from 

that of a FD ATBBF, as will be demonstrated in the next chapter. 

The BGSF algorithm is implemented in MATLAB to update the ATBBF’s 

beamspace weight vector as described by equations in the previous section. In this 

model no noise is assumed and just the progression of the beamspace weights and 

beam pattern with     update interval of the BGSF algorithm is demonstrated. 

Initially, uniform weighting is used for all beamspace weights in all simulations and 

the corresponding beam pattern is found by inserting these beamspace weights as 

coefficients of the beamspace vector in (2.75). 

This beam pattern is the initial beam pattern for all simulations and is shown 

in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.1, angles on the outer circle’s circumference represent 

various values of the angle of elevation  . An ATBBF’s TAA is aligned with the 

    axis or the z-axis. Circles of different radii represent different dB levels of the 

transmitted signal’s power. The beam pattern is normalized with its maximum so that 

  direction in which maximum power is directed gives 0 dB and hence is pointed out. 

As described in section 2.5 that the BGSF algorithm that updates ATBBF’s 

beamspace weights is a type of stochastic gradient algorithm. Thus the trajectory of  
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Figure 3.1: Beam pattern of a       FD ATBBF with uniform beamspace 

weights 

 

the beamspace weights from the same initial weights until when their convergence is 

achieved is different every time when the BGSF algorithm is run. In order to 

determine the mean progression of beamspace weights a mean is taken of about 5000 

different runs of the BGSF algorithm. These mean beamspace weights are 

demonstrated from initialization     up to      when convergence has been 

achieved. 

As discussed in section 3.3, the norm of the beamspace weight vector 

increases with the update interval  . Thus normalized mean beamspace weight are 

depicted in order to highlight how their relative magnitudes change and converge with 

respect to  . Similarly, the mean beam pattern from these mean beamspace weights is 

calculated from (2.75) and shown for selected values of iteration number   after being 

normalized by its maximum. 
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3.4.1 Single multipath channel 

In a single delay path/multipath static channel scenario there is only a single 

path from each antenna element of the TAA to the MS. A single     channel vector 

   can represent all the channel coefficients from the   antenna elements to the MS. It 

is assumed that single path along which the signal energy arrives from each antenna 

element of the TAA to the MS (present in the far field of the TAA) is at        

with respect to the TAA. The coefficients of    can be found by substituting   

     in the array manifold vector       given in (2.57).       gives relative phase 

shifts associated with the incoming signal from each antenna element of the TAA to 

the MS with respect to the incoming signal from the origin as explained in section 2.2 

and defined in (2.7) and (2.8). Thus from (2.57),    becomes 

 

    

        
        
       
       

     (3.40) 

 

The phases of the channel coefficient values of    can be understood from the 

explanation given in section 2.2. The required direction at        is below the    

plane. On comparing (3.40) and (2.7), it can be gauged that    and    are positive, 

while    and    are negative.    and    are the time delays of the signal emanating 

from antenna elements     and     respectively. These two elements are also 

present below the    plane from (2.1); that is why their time delays are positive and 

their corresponding signals reach the MS earlier than the signals of the other two 

elements. 

The ATBBF is unaware of the downlink channel    to the MS. It weighs its 

beamspace weights uniformly in the first iteration of its BGSF algorithm, forming the 

beam pattern as shown in Figure 3.1. Pilots are generated by (3.22) and (3.23). Pilots 

deliver power to the MS in even and odd slots of the update interval   given in (3.32) 

and (3.33) respectively. The MS compares the two powers in (3.34). It then feeds 

back a sign bit from (3.35) indicating in which slot the ATBBF delivered more power. 

In the next iteration the ATBBF sets its beamspace weights to the beamspace weights 

of the slot that gave more power as given in (3.36) and (3.37). Thus as the iteration 
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number   increases, the ATBBF’s beamspace weight vector and hence its beam 

pattern in (2.75) gets updated. 

The beam patterns of the ATBBF for      and    iterations of BGSF are 

shown respectively in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Convergence of beamspace weights 

is shown in Figure 3.4. As explained in section 2.2, beamspace weights       and 

     weigh the orthogonal beams directed at        and       respectively. The 

multipath signal direction        is in between the direction of these two beams. 

At the 10
th

 iteration both       and      converge and attain a magnitude of    

-2 dB as shown in Figure 3.4. This results in the formation of a main lobe directed at 

       as can be seen from Figure 3.2. The other two weights      and      have 

not yet converged as seen in Figure 3.4. By the 40
th

 iteration the other two weights i.e. 

     and      have already converged to a lower magnitude level of -6 dB (Figure 

3.4). This further enhances the directivity of the main lobe in the desired direction 

(Figure 3.3). This shows that the convergence time and converged magnitude of a 

beamspace weight is dependent upon the proximity of its orthogonal beam to the 

multipath signal direction.  

Proximity is in terms of spatial space (    ) and not in terms of angle of 

elevation ( ). This is verified by a second single multipath channel scenario with the 

multipath signal direction at      . This direction is equidistant to the orthogonal 

beam directions of      and      in terms of  . However,      acquires a greater 

magnitude of 0 dB as compared to -5 dB of      and converges earlier. The reason is 

that in spatial space this direction               is more towards the orthogonal 

beam direction of               . Thus the closer the orthogonal beam is to a 

multipath signal direction in spatial space, the greater is the magnitude of its 

beamspace weight on convergence and the shorter is the time of convergence of its 

beamspace weight. 

 

3.4.2 Double multipath channel 

In this channel there are two paths for the signal from each     antenna 

element of the TAA to the MS. The signal energy for the first multipath comes along 

the direction     , while for the second it comes along      , with respect to the 

TAA along the z-axis at the BS. This gives rise to two     channel vectors    and 
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Figure 3.2: FD ATBBF’s beam pattern at 10
th

 iteration of BGSF for single multipath 

channel 

 

Figure 3.3: FD ATBBF’s beam pattern at 40
th

 iteration of BGSF for a single multipath 

channel 
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Figure 3.4: Convergence of beamspace weights of the FD ATBBF for a single 

multipath channel 

 

    that that can be found from (2.57), as done in case of a single multipath channel. 

Again, the downlink is unknown to the ATBBF at the BS, therefore, it applies the 

BGSF algorithm and steers its beams towards the required direction. 

The beam pattern of the FD ATBBF for the 10
th

 and 40
th

 iterations of BGSF is 

given in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 respectively. The convergence of beamspace 

weights is depicted in Figure 3.7. The two paths are at angles      and      , 

where the orthogonal beams weighted by      and      are directed respectively. At 

the 10
th

 iteration both      and      converge and acquire a magnitude of -1.5 dB in 

Figure 3.7 resulting in the formation of lobes in the direction of      and       

(in Figure 3.5). By the 40
th

 iteration the other weights i.e.       and      have already 

converged to lower magnitudes around -20 dB (in Figure 3.7). This further enhances 

the directivity of the lobes at      and       (in Figure 3.6). 

As the required directions were along orthogonal beams, the lobes were not 

achievable simultaneously in both directions. This results in a slight shift in the 

directions of one of the two lobes. This double path simulation confirms the findings  
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Figure 3.5: FD ATBBF’s beam pattern at 10
th

 iteration of BGSF for double multipath 

channel 

 

Figure 3.6: FD ATBBF’s beam pattern at the 40
th

 iteration of BGSF for double 

multipath channel 
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Figure 3.7: Convergence of beamspace weights of the FD ATBBF for a double 

multipath channel 

 

from the single multipath case. There are also some subtle observations not seen in the 

single multipath case. 

Table 3.1 depicts observations from five different double multipath 

simulations. In all of them the first multipath signal direction remains along     , 

while the second is gradually shifted from        to       . The orthogonal 

beam along      is weighted by     . The second multipath is between the two 

beams directed at       and        and weighted by      and       

respectively.  

The findings from all the above five experiments for the normalized 

magnitude of the beamspace weights on convergence conforms to that found for the 

single multipath case. Similarly observations from 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 5

th
 experiments also 

conform to that for the single multipath case in terms of convergence times of 

individual beamspace weights.      weighs the beam that is in the direction of the 

first multipath; therefore it converges in the shortest time (except for the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 

experiments) and has the highest convergence magnitude in all cases. Similarly,      

and       are equidistant in spatial space to the second multipath at        for the 

1
st
 experiment, which is why both weights have the same convergence time and 
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magnitude. As the second multipath moves away from the      weighed beam 

towards the       weighed beam, converged magnitude and convergence time of 

      becomes higher and shorter than the converged magnitude and convergence 

time of      respectively. 

In the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 experiments the convergence time of       becomes less than 

that of     . This is despite the fact that there is a multipath direction along the 

orthogonal beam of      while there is none along the orthogonal beam of      . The 

first reason is that the second multipath direction is close to the orthogonal beam of 

     . This gives       a short convergence time. Secondly, the second multipath is 

also not along the orthogonal beam of      . This results in giving       a converged 

magnitude (-2 dB) closer to the initial value (-3 dB) and lesser in comparison with that 

of      (-1 dB). These reasons cause       to have the shortest convergence time. 

The earlier convergence of       results in forming a lobe towards the second 

multipath signal direction in advance to the formation of the lobe towards the 

orthogonal beam direction of     . 

Table 3.1: Convergence times and magnitudes of beamspace weights for 

double multipath channels 

Exp# Multipath signal 

direction   (in 

degrees) 

Convergence time of beamspace 

weights (No of iterations) 

Normalized magnitude of 

converged beamspace weight (dB)  

 First  Second                                           

1
st
 0 105 15 15 15 10 -4 -4 -8 -1 

2
nd

  0 108 15 15 15 13 -3 -5 -8 -1 

3
rd

  0 112 6 15 15 10 -2 -7 -9 -1 

4
th
  0 116 9 17 18 14 -2 -10 -12 -1.5 

5
th
  0 120 7 15 15 7 -1.5 <-18 <-18 -1.5 

 

3.4.2 Triple multipath channel 

In this triple multipath simulation, signal energy for the first, second and third 

multipath is transmitted along           and      respectively, with respect to the 

TAA at the BS. The beam patterns of a FD ATBBF for the 10th and 40th iterations of  
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Figure 3.8: FD ATBBF’s beam pattern at 10
th

 iteration of BGSF for triple multipath 

channel 

 

Figure 3.9: FD ATBBF’s beam pattern at 40
th

 iteration of BGSF for a triple multipath 

channel 
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Figure 3.10: Convergence of beamspace weights of the FD ATBBF for a triple 

multipath channel 

 

the BGSF algorithm are depicted in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 respectively. The 

convergence of beamspace weights are illustrated in Figure 3.10. 

The first multipath is at      . This path is between orthogonal beams at 

      and      weighed by      and      respectively.      converges earlier 

with a higher magnitude around -3.5 dB (in Figure 3.10) while      converges later 

with a lower magnitude of -5 dB (in Figure 3.10) because the       multipath is 

closer to the       beam weighed by      in spatial space. By the 10
th

 iteration 

both these beamspace weights have converged. This results in the formation of a lobe 

towards       at the 10
th

 iteration (in Figure 3.8). 

The other two paths are at       and        in the direction of the 

orthogonal beams weighted by      and       respectively. Both these weights do not 

converge by the 10
th

 iteration. The earlier convergence of      occurs because the 

multipath signal direction of       is close to and not along the orthogonal beam 

direction of     . Thus      has a short convergence time and its magnitude at 
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convergence (-3.5 dB) is closest to its initial magnitude (-3 dB). This gives      the 

fastest convergence time.  

By the 40
th

 iteration both      and       converge to around a magnitude of   

-2.25 dB (in Figure 3.10) which is greater than the magnitude of other two weights 

     and     . This happens because there are multipath along the direction of beams 

weighed by      and      , while no multipath exists along the beams weighed by 

     and     . The convergence of beamspace weights      and       by the 40
th

 

iteration results in the formation of lobes directed at       and        (in Figure 

3.9). There is a slight shift in these two lobes from their desired directions as the lobes 

cannot be formed at the same time in both orthogonal directions.  

 

3.5 Beam pattern and weight vector comparisons between 

adaptive transmit beamspace beamformer and element 

space transmit beamformer 

 

In this section, the beam pattern of a FD ATBBF whose beamspace weights 

are updated by the BGSF algorithm (as demonstrated and explained in section 3.4) is 

compared with that of an ES TB that adapts antenna weights under the GSF algorithm 

[29, 44]. Similarly, the convergence of the beamspace weight vector of an ATBBF is 

contrasted with the convergence of an antenna weight vector of an ES TB to bring out 

the differences in the two approaches. The triple and double multipath channel 

scenarios as described in sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.2 are simulated for an ES TB and the 

results are displayed. Secondly, a comparison between beam patterns and 

convergence of weight vectors of the transmit beamforming techniques is made. The 

double multipath channel scenario for the ES TB brings out more subtle differences.  

Initially uniform antenna weights are used for the ES TB and the 

corresponding beam pattern is found by substituting    as one in (2.33). The number 

of antenna weights is four i.e.     as in the case of a FD ATBBF as discussed 

above. In order to determine the mean progression of antenna weights, a mean is 

taken of about 5000 different runs of the GSF algorithm. These mean antenna weights  
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Figure 3.11: ES TB’s beam pattern at 10
th

 iteration of GSF for a triple multipath 

channel 

 

Figure 3.12: ES TB’s beam pattern at 40
th

 iteration of GSF for a triple multipath 

channel 
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Figure 3.13: Convergence of antenna weights of the ES TB for a triple multipath 

channel 

 

after normalization by the norm of the antenna weight vector are demonstrated in 

Figure 3.13 from initialization     up to     , when convergence has been 

achieved for the triple multipath channel. Similarly the mean beam pattern is 

calculated from these mean antenna weights by (2.33) and displayed for the 10
th

 and 

40
th

 iteration in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 respectively after being normalized by the beam 

pattern’s maximum value at these iterations. 

On comparing Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.11 it can be observed that the beam 

patterns of the FD ATBBF and ES TB are different at the 10
th

 iteration of their 

respective algorithms. In Figure 3.8, the ATBBF is able to make lobes in the direction 

of first multipath at       and in the direction of the third multipath at        by 

the 10
th

 iteration, while in Figure 3.11, the ES TB makes lobes in the direction of the 

first and second multipath at       and      . At the 40
th

 iteration both 

techniques converge to the same beam pattern as observed from Figures 3.9 and 3.12. 

In Figure 3.10 beamspace weights       and      that weigh the orthogonal 

beams in the direction of the third and second multipath acquire the highest 
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magnitude.      acquires the next highest converged magnitude because the 

orthogonal beam that it weighs is closer to the first multipath in spatial space than that 

weighed by     .  

In order to find a similar relationship between converged magnitude of 

antenna weights and multipath directions in Figure 3.13, recall that the antenna weight 

   weighs the     antenna element of the TAA. Position vector of the     antenna 

element from (2.1) is    
   

 
 
 

 
  . This shows that for    ,    and    weigh 

antenna elements present on the negative z axis, while the rest elements on the 

positive z axis. 

Knowing these positions of the   antennas and observing Figure 3.13, one can 

fairly gauge that contrary to the existence of the relationship between multipath 

direction and beamspace weight’s converged magnitude (as discussed in section 3.4), 

there exist no such relationship between the antenna weight’s converged magnitude in 

Figure 3.12 and multipath directions of triple multipath channel. Similarly, the 

relationship between multipath direction and convergence time of adaptive beamspace 

weights as observed in the ATBBF is also not present for an ES TB. 

In the triple multipath simulation both the FD ATBBF and ES TB had 

different beam patterns at the 10
th

 iteration of their respective algorithm but 

approached the same pattern on convergence at the 40
th

 iteration. If a double 

multipath channel, as described for the FD ATBBF in section 3.4.2 is applied to an ES 

TB, the converged beam pattern of the FD ATBBF at the 40
th

 iteration becomes 

different from that of the ES TB, as observed on comparing Figures 3.6 and 3.14 

respectively. The reason for the difference in the converged beam pattern of the FD 

ATBBF and ES TB becomes evident in the next chapter when their performance 

analysis is conducted in various static channels.  
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Figure 3.14: ES TB’s beam pattern at 40
th

 iteration of GSF for a double multipath 

channel.  
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Chapter 4 
 

 

Performance Analysis in Static and Dynamic 

Channels 

 

 

The Eigen analysis of a static channel is performed to find its largest 

eigenvalue, which is the maximum possible performance that can be attained by any 

beamforming technique. The performance curves of a FD ATBBF are generated in 

single, double and triple multipath static channels of chapter 3 to demonstrate that it 

achieves optimum performance after the convergence of its beamspace weights. 

Implementation of a RD ATBBF is explained, along with the differences and 

similarities that exist with the FD ATBBF. Similarly, the RD ATBBF’s beam pattern 

evolution and beamspace weight convergence is compared with that of the FD 

ATBBF. The performance curves of a RD ATBBF and an ES TB are also generated 

for the above static channels. Furthermore, comparisons are also made between the 

FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB in terms of their achievable performances and 

convergence times in general static channels. The dynamic channel is defined and 

explained. Analysis of both the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF in a dynamic channel is 

performed. The performance curves in the dynamic channels of the FD ATBBF, RD 

ATBBF and ES TB are generated and compared. 

 

4.1 Eigen analysis of a static channel correlation matrix 

 

The     channel correlation matrix      defined in (3.19) may be 

decomposed into its corresponding eigenvectors and their eigenvalues as follows from 

[52]: 

 

                     (4.1) 
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Here      contains   eigenvectors      , ….,         of size     of     , 

while      is the     diagonal matrix consisting of eigenvalues      , ….., 

        corresponding to the eigenvectors      , ….,         of      respectively, 

where the eigenvalues are arranged in decreasing order of their magnitudes. With this 

description (4.1) can be written as [52]: 

 

           
   
          

       (4.2) 

 

Eigen analysis states that the Rayleigh quotient of an eigenvector       equals 

its eigenvalue       [52] i.e. 

 

      
  
             

  
         

     (4.3) 

 

The denominator term in (4.3) is the definition of a norm of      , i.e. (4.3) 

becomes 

 

 
  
             

       
      (4.4) 

 

Hence the eigenvector       having the maximum eigenvalue       of the 

channel correlation matrix      has the maximum Rayleigh quotient. From (3.21) the 

performance metric of the FD ATBBF could be written as 

 

             
           

              

 
      

  
 
    (4.5) 

 

From (3.6) the term in the denominator of (4.5) becomes            
  i.e.  

 

             
           

              

           
    (4.6) 

 

On comparing (4.4) and (4.6) one can gauge that              has the same 

form as that of the Rayleigh quotient of an eigenvector       of     . Therefore the 
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performance metric              is maximized when it attains the maximum Rayleigh 

quotient or the largest eigenvalue       of the channel correlation matrix     . This 

would happen when: 

 

         =           (4.7) 

 

This value of the beamspace vector that satisfies (4.7) is the optimal 

beamspace weight vector         that gives optimal performance               

where: 

 

                         (4.8) 

 

4.2 Static channel performance of a full dimensional 

adaptive transmit beamspace beamformer 

 

The Eigen analysis of the channel correlation matrix      of each of the three 

different channel scenarios described in section 3.4 is carried out by findings its 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The largest eigenvalue of the described single, double 

and triple multipath scenarios in section 3.4 are 4, 4, and 5.5 respectively. The mean 

beamspace weight vector of       FD ATBBF found by taking the mean of the 

beamspace weight vector from 5000 simulations of the BGSF algorithm, (already 

done in the previous chapter), is used to calculate the mean performance metric of the 

FD ATBBF by inserting the mean beamspace weight value in (3.21) for the     to 

     iterations. 

The performance curve of a FD ATBBF is plotted against the update interval 

 . The three different performance curves for the three different channel scenarios are 

given below in Figure 4.1. In this figure it can be seen that in all of the three different 

wireless channels the FD ATBBF obtains optimum performance. In the single and 

double multipath scenarios the lobes are formed earlier by the 10
th

 iteration (as seen in 

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.5); that is why the FD ATBBF achieves optimum 

performance earlier in them. 
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Figure 4.1: FD ATBBF’s performance for single, double and triple multipath wireless 

channels 

 

4.3 Performance of a reduced dimension adaptive transmit 

beamspace beamformer in static channel 

 

The performance curves of a RD ATBBF       are also generated for the 

above three static wireless channels scenarios. Discussed below are some subtle facts 

related to the implementation of a RD ATBBF. This is followed by a demonstration 

and comparison discussion of beamspace weights and beam pattern convergence and 

evolution. Lastly, the performance curves of the RD ATBBF and ES TB are generated 

for the above three static channels and compared with that of the FD ATBBF. 

 

4.3.1 Implementation  

As mentioned in section 2.2, the beam pattern expression in (2.39) is for both 

the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF. In the FD ATBBF as    , the shift between 

consecutive orthogonal beams comes out to be         in spatial space (    ). 
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In case of the RD ATBBF as there are     orthogonal beams, the shift in spatial 

space between consecutive orthogonal beams is        . The beam pattern 

directed towards the broadside remains as the center beam of the RD ATBBF as was 

the case in the FD ATBBF. Beam patterns/beams of other TBs are formed on either 

side of the center beam by shifting it be         in spatial space. 

As an example, the values in spatial space where the beam patterns of various 

TBs are shifted    
 
 , the corresponding values of the angle of elevations   where the 

beam patterns are directed and the     beamspace weight weighing the beam pattern 

of the     TB for three RD ATBBFs corresponding to     are given below in 

Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: Values of   where TBs of various RD ATBBFs are directed 

Types of RD 

ATBBF 

  values Corresponding 

values in spatial 

space    
 
  

Corresponding 

values of angle of 

elevations   

Corresponding 

beamspace 

weights 

        -1,0,1  
 

 
, 0,  

 

 
       ,   ,4          ,    ,    , 

        0,1 0,1    ,         ,      

        0 0           

 

The overall beam pattern of the RD ATBBF for   even is given in (2.39), 

while for   odd it becomes 

 

              
    

 

    
  

 
      

  

 
  

    
 

 
      

  

 
  

   

 

   
   

 

   (4.9) 

 

The complex weight vector    consisting of antenna element weights of a 

TAA for any     TB of a RD ATBBF is given in (2.46). On observing equations 

from (2.48) to (2.52), it can be inferred that the complex weight vector    is not 

mutually orthogonal to another complex weight vector    having the antenna weights 

for the     TB of a RD ATBBF. This is due to the fact that (2.51) is now non zero 

because     for a RD ATBBF i.e. 

 

   
   

 
            

      (4.10) 
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As the weight vectors of different TBs are mutually non-orthogonal, then from 

(2.69) the beam patterns of the TBs of a RD ATBBF become mutually non-

orthogonal. Also, the columns of the     beamspace matrix of a RD ATBBF 

(which are weight vectors of respective TBs) also become mutually non orthogonal 

i.e. 

 

   
     

 

 
     (4.11) 

 

We define a new     beamspace matrix          as follows from [20]: 

 

                
     

 
 

    (4.12) 

 

The weight vectors or the columns of          are mutually orthogonal i.e. 

 

        
               (4.13) 

 

Each weight vector/column of     specifies a certain direction   where the 

beam pattern of the respective TB is directed. The weight vectors/columns are 

changed in         . However they still specify the same directions where the beams 

of respective TBs are directed. 

In other words, this transformation does not change the angle of elevations 

where the beam patterns specified by the weight vectors/columns of     are directed. 

The directions remain the same and only side lobe levels are changed. This can be 

verified by observing Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.3. In these figures the solid blue line 

indicates the beam pattern of a TB having an antenna weight vector corresponding to 

columns of         , while the dotted red line indicates the beam pattern of a TB 

having an antenna weight vector corresponding to columns of    . 

The transmit data signal vector       for a RD ATBBF from (3.2) becomes: 

 

                
   

 
              

                
               (4.14) 
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Figure 4.2: Beam pattern of    ,     RD ATBBF’s TB directed at          

with both orthogonal and non orthogonal antenna weight vectors 

 

The simplification of the norm                  becomes: 

 

                                  
 
                (4.15) 

 

From the Hermitian transpose property [20], (4.15) becomes: 

 

                     
            

                 (4.16) 

 

Applying the property of orthogonal columns of a beamspace matrix given in 

(4.13), (4.16) becomes: 

 

                     
                

                   (4.17) 
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Figure 4.3: Beam pattern of    ,     RD ATBBF’s TB directed at       with 

both orthogonal and non orthogonal antenna weight vectors 

Thus (4.14) becomes: 

 

                
   

 
              

        
               (4.18) 

 

The received signal at the MS from (3.9) and (4.18) is: 

 

         
             

   
 
                

        
                    

   
    (4.19) 

 

Similar to the steps used to find the cost function of a FD ATBBF in section 

3.2, the cost function of a RD ATBBF can be found which comes out from (4.19) as 

 

             
      

 
       
    

    
            

                    

        
   (4.20) 
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Figure 4.3: Beam pattern of    ,     RD ATBBF’s TB directed at         

with both orthogonal and non orthogonal antenna weight vectors. 

 

The combined transmit data signal and pilot signal vector for a RD ATBBF 

can be written as that of FD ATBBF’s in (3.26), which now from (4.18) becomes: 

 

           

         
   

 
              

        
             

       
   

                   

          

            
       

  

 
       

         

           
       

  

 
      

     (4.21) 

 

The received data and pilot signal at the MS for a RD ATBBF becomes from 

the FD ATBBF’s received signal in (3.27) and the RD ATBBF’s transmit signal 

vector in (4.21) as follows: 
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         (4.22) 

 

The rest of the implementation details remain similar to that of the FD ATBBF 

as described in section 3.3. 

 

4.3.2 Beam pattern and beamspace weight vector convergence 

As stated previously in section 3.4, the explanation given for the relationship 

of the beamspace weight vector and beam pattern convergence on a multipath channel 

for a FD ATBBF is sufficient for a RD ATBBF. The same relationship can be seen by 

observing the beam pattern of    ,     RD ATBBF at the 10
th

, 40
th

 iteration of 

the BGSF algorithm in Figures 4.5, 4.6 respectively and the beamspace weights 

convergence in Figure 4.7 for the triple multipath channel scenario (described in 

section 3.4.3). On the other hand, the comparison of the beam patterns of    , 

    RD ATBBF in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 with their counterparts in Figures 3.8 and 

3.9 of a     FD ATBBF respectively, reveals start differences between the two 

ATBBF approaches. Initial beamspace weights in both ATBBF methods are uniform. 

In Figure 4.5, the RD ATBBF forms a lobe with maximum gain (0 dB) 

towards the direction of the first multipath (i.e. at      ) by the 10
th

 iteration. A 

lobe of lesser magnitude (-8 dB) is formed towards the second multipath (i.e. at 

     ), while towards the third multipath (i.e. at       ), a lobe is formed with a 

little offset. In contrast, in Figure 3.8, a FD ATBBF forms lobes towards the first and 

third multipath by the 10
th

 iteration with negligible gain (-20 dB) towards the second 

multipath. 

By the 40
th

 iteration in Figure 4.6, the RD ATBBF forms lobes that are slightly 

shifted from the first and second multipath directions giving gains of approximately 0 

dB and -0.9 dB respectively at these directions. The third lobe is greatly shifted from 

the third multipath direction giving a gain of only -9.3 dB. On the other hand in 

Figure 3.9, the FD ATBBF’s lobes are slightly shifted from the first, second and third 
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Figure 4.5: RD ATBBF beam pattern a 10
th

 iteration of BGSF for a triple multipath 

channel 

 

Figure 4.6: Beam pattern of         RD ATBBF at 40
th

 iteration of BGSF for a 

triple multipath channel 
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Figure 4.7: Convergence of beamspace weights of         RD ABBF for a 

ripple multipath channel 

 

multipath directions giving gains of approximately 0 dB, -2.8 dB and -3 dB 

respectively at these directions. 

This shows that the gain provided by the RD ATBBF towards the third 

multipath is quite small as compared to the FD ATBBF. This is the cause of a reduced 

performance of the RD ATBBF in this triple multipath channel, which is shown in the 

next section. The comparison of Figures 4.7 and 3.10 depicts that the beam 

pattern/beamspace weights of the RD ATBBF converge earlier than the FD ATBBF. 

 

4.3.3 Performance comparisons 

The performance of a         RD ATBBF for the single, double and 

triple multipath channels described in section 3.4 is demonstrated in Figure 4.8, while 

that of an ES TB with adaptive antenna weighs [29, 44] in Figure 4.9. In case of an ES 

TB, initial antenna weights are uniform, while for the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF, 

initial beamspace weights are uniform. On tabulating the results of 
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Figure 4.8: RD ATBBF’s performance for single, double and triple multipath 

channels 

 

Figure 4.9: ES TB’s performance for single, double and triple multipath channels 
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Figure 4.1, 4.8 and 4.9 about the magnitude of performance attained on convergence 

and time taken to converge for a single, double and triple multipath, the following 

Table 4.2 is obtained. 

 

Table 4.2: Convergence time and performance metric magnitude for different TBs 

Type of TBs Time of convergence (in 

iterations) for 

Magnitude of performance 

at convergence for  

 single double triple single double triple 

multipath multipath 

    FD ATBBF 6 5 25 4 4 5.5 

        RD ATBBF 8 8 17 2.2 4 5.2 

ES TB with     

adaptive antenna weights 

6 1 20 4 4 5.5 

 

It can be seen from Table 4.2 that the RD ATBBF converges earlier than both 

the FD ATBBF and ES TB for a triple multipath channel; however, it could not attain 

optimum performance in it. In the double multipath, the RD ATBBF attains optimum 

performance but converges later than the FD ATBBF and ES TB. In the single 

multipath, it converges later and could not attain optimum performance. The reason 

behind the RD ATBBF’s optimal convergence in the selected double multipath 

channel is that all the multipath directions of his channel are in the orthogonal beam 

directions. Various single, double and triple multipath channels, all having multipath 

directions along orthogonal beams, were simulated. The RD ATBBF achieves optimal 

performance in all of them, hence verifying the above reasoning.  

Both the FD ATBBF and ES TB converge to optimum performance in all the 

three channels. Eigen analysis of double multipath channel reveals that it has two 

different eigenvectors having the maximum eigenvalue. Corresponding to these two 

different eigenvectors there are two different optimal beamspace weight vectors from 

(4.7). These two weight vectors will then subsequently give two different optimal 

beam patterns from (2.75). This difference caused the FD ATBBF and ES TB to 

converged to dissimilar optimal beam patterns in Figures 3.6 and 3.14 respectively. 

Eigen analysis of triple multipath channel shows that only a single eigenvector has the 
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maximum eigenvalue. Therefore both FD ATBBF and ES TB converge to the same 

beam pattern in Figures 3.9 and 3.12 respectively. 

In the single multipath channel both FD ATBBF and ES TB have the same 

time of convergence. In the double multipath channel the ES TB converges from the 

very first iteration because its initial uniform antenna weights give the ES TB a 

broadside beam in the direction of the second multipath (     ), giving maximum 

performance from the very start. In the triple multipath channel there is a multipath 

(second multipath) at        Hence the ES TB’s beam pattern has one lobe directed 

towards the second multipath i.e. at       from the very first iteration because of 

initial antenna weights being uniform. It maintains a 0 dB gain at the 10
th

 iteration of 

GSF as can be observed in Figure 3.11. On the other hand, the FD ATBBF at the 10
th

 

iteration of BGSF forms a lobe towards at       as can be seen in Figure 3.8, 

giving a gain of around -20 dB at        This causes the ES TB to converge earlier 

in this channel as well.  

In all the single multipath channels that have no multipath towards the 

broadside direction, both the FD ATBBF and ES TB converge at the same time (e.g. 

at        as shown in Table 4.2). In the case of a double/triple multiple path 

channel having no multipath along broadside/     , the FD ATBBF converges 

earlier as shown in the following set of experiments given in Table 4.3/Table 4.4 

(provided both beamformers start with their respective uniform adaptive weights). 

These experiments show that the FD ATBBF converges earlier than the ES TB for all 

multipath directions other than broadside.  

Furthermore, as shown in the 6
th

 experiment of Table 4.3, the ES TB is not 

able to maintain its convergence to optimum values and frequently becomes non 

optimum even after attaining optimality (ES TB gives optimum performance only at 

the given iteration numbers in Table 4.3 for the 6
th

 experiment). A similar channel to 

the 6th experiment of Table 4.3 is given in the 4th experiment of Table 4.4. Here also 

the antenna weights, beam pattern of the ES TB and hence its performance do not 

converge to optimum. Thus the ES TB will not converge in a double/triple multipath 

channel having all its multipath directions along non broadside orthogonal beam 

directions of a FD ATBBF, provided initial antenna weights are uniform. 
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Table 4.3: Comparison of convergence times of FD ATBBF and ES TB for 

double multipath channels 

Exp # First Second Time of convergence (in iterations) for 

Multipath direction         

FD ATBBF 

ES TB with     

adaptive antenna weights 

1
st
         10 20 

2
nd

         11 21 

3
rd

         6 11 

4
th

         8 18 

5
th

         10 30 

6
th

         5 19-22, 25-32, 34, 40 

 

Table 4.4: Comparison of convergence times of FD ATBBF and ES TB for 

triple multipath channels 

Exp # First Second Third Time of convergence (in iterations) for 

Multipath direction         FD 

ATBBF 

ES TB with     

adaptive antenna 

weights 

1
st
              17 19 

2
nd

             9 13 

3
rd

             17 25 

4
th

             7 18-19,24-25,28-

29,31-32,36 

 

4.4 Dynamic channel  

 

The dynamic channel is a flat fading channel i.e. it consists of a single time 

resolvable path. The chip or symbol duration is assumed to be greater than the delays 

caused by the multipath propagation for downlink transmission schemes [35] i.e. the 

receiver differentiates only a single propagation path. Thus this dynamic channel has 

only one delay path/multipath i.e.    . As described in section 3.1.2, the     

channel vector   consists of all the   complex channel coefficients    of the single 

multipath. The channel is assumed flat so that there is no inter symbol interference. 
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The fading records of a real mobile radio channel bring to light the fact that 

typically each channel sample is not independent of the value of the previous sample; 

rather, there is a smoothness and structure similar to filtered data [54]. Therefore, a 

complex fading channel coefficient    is usually modeled as a correlated complex 

Gaussian random process with Rayleigh distributed amplitudes and phases [55, 56]. 

This is achieved here by modeling each coefficient    as a first order Autoregressive 

(AR1) [20] complex Gaussian process with a zero mean complex Gaussian stimulus 

      [5, 29] i.e. 

 

                        (4.23) 

 

The     channel vector      consists of all the   complex channel 

coefficients    of the single multipath, while     vector      consists of all the   

complex Gaussian stimuli       i.e.      becomes 

 

                     (4.24) 

 

Here   is the time index denoting the     update interval of the channel. This   

is the same as in (3.1) and (3.8), indicating that the channel and the beamspace 

weights are being updated at the same rate. The time span of the     update interval 

sets the minimum value of the channel update interval i.e. the channel update interval 

cannot be less than the     update interval, however, it can be any integral multiple of 

    interval. For simplicity, here both these interval are assumed equivalent. 

The parameter   is an AR1 parameter and       indicates the fading 

rate/frequency of the channel [29]. The time span of the     update interval also sets 

the minimum  

If the TAA at the BS has inter antenna element spacing equivalent to a least 

half of the carrier wavelength (as in our system model), then the channel coefficients 

will remain close to uncorrelated for reasonably high angle spread/angle beamwidth 

[4] or appropriate angle spread [16]. To make the channel coefficients uncorrelated 

with one another as in the case of uncorrelated fading,      is made uncorrelated [29] 

i.e.  
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                      (4.25) 

 

Here   is an     identity matrix. An ATBBF, that can provide beamforming 

gain under the above condition of uncorrelated fading, provides fading diversity.  

 

4.5 Performance analysis in a dynamic channel  

 

As discussed above, the dynamic channel consists of a single multipath. This 

implies that the mobile gain/channel correlation matrix      in (3.19) will become 

like       given in (3.16) for a single multipath i.e.  

 

                  (4.26) 

 

This is why      now becomes a rank one matrix. The performance metric of 

the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF given in (3.21) and (4.20) respectively can be 

simplified for an AR1 channel because      becomes a rank one matrix. The Eigen 

analysis of rank one matrix      will give only one non-zero eigenvalue       with its 

corresponding eigenvector       equivalent to the normalized channel vector i.e.  

 

      
    

      
     (4.27) 

 

All other eigenvalues                     of      are zero and their 

corresponding eigenvectors                      are arbitrary within the space 

orthogonal to the channel vector called the null space. Secondly, Eigen analysis 

reveals that any arbitrary vector having the same dimensions as that of an eigenvector 

can be expressed as a linear combination of eigenvectors [52]. The arbitrary vector is 

the     product vector           which can now be expressed as: 

 

                
     
           (4.28) 

 

Where the scalar coefficients       are called the eigenweights of the above 

product vector          . A specific set of two eigenvectors, where the first is       
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and the second is the normalized projection of           on to the null space, can be 

imposed in (4.28) because all other eigenvectors                      are arbitrary 

within the null space with zero eigenvalues. The first eigenvector represents the 

desired weight vector while the second eigenvector is the error vector. Thus (4.28) 

becomes 

 

                                  (4.29) 

 

The     projection matrix      onto the channel vector      from [20] is: 

 

                              (4.30) 

 

The term in the brackets is the square of norm of      i.e.         

 

                             (4.31) 

 

Thus the projection matrix onto the null space becomes: 

 

         
         

       
    (4.32) 

 

Hence the projection of           on to the null space is: 

 

   
         

       
              (4.33) 

 

Normalized value of the above projection is the second eigenvector       i.e. 

 

      
   

         

       
          

    
         

       
           

    (4.34) 

 

Eigenweights       and       in (4.29) can be found by premultiplying (4.29) 

by   
     and   

     respectively. This gives the following two equations: 
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                (4.35) 

 

  
                

                 
                (4.36) 

 

From Eigenanalysis [52] it is known that if eigenvectors       and       

correspond to distinct eigenvalues       and       respectively then they are 

orthogonal to one another i.e.  

 

  
               (4.37) 

 

  
               (4.38) 

 

Secondly, it can also be seen from (4.27) and (4.34) that       and       are 

normalized vectors i.e.  

 

  
               (4.39) 

 

  
          1    (4.40) 

 

Substituting (4.37) and (4.39) into (4.35) we get 

 

  
                       (4.41) 

 

Substituting (4.38) and (4.40) into (4.36) we get 

 

  
                       (4.42) 

 

Substituting the value of       and       from (4.27) and (4.34) into (4.41) 

and (4.42) respectively, we get: 

 

      
     

      
             (4.43) 
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            (4.44) 

 

From the Hermitian transpose property [20], (4.44) becomes: 

 

      
   
       

    
         

       
 
 

    
         

       
           

             (4.45) 

 

For convenience, eigenweight energies are defined as the square of the 

magnitude of corresponding eigenweights i.e.  

 

             
   

     

      
          

 

   (4.46) 

 

             
   

   
       

    
         

       
 
 

         

    
         

       
           

 

 

  (4.47) 

 

Therefore,       gives the portion of the energy of           that is in the 

direction of the MS and received by the MS.       represents that portion of energy of 

          that is not received by the mobile and is called error energy. The 

performance metric of the FD ATBBF              given in (4.6) is simplified in 

terms of eigenweight energies       and      . Substitute the value of the product 

          from (4.29) into (4.6),              becomes: 

 

             
                       

                            

                        
  (4.48) 

 

Taking Hermitian in (4.48) 

 

             
   
      

       
      

                                

                        
  (4.49) 

 

Writing (4.49) in matrix notation 
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  (4.50) 

 

The term in the denominator of (4.50) is simplified as follows: 

 

                       
                         

             

              (4.51) 

 

Taking Hermitian in (4.51) 

 

    
      

       
      

                             (4.52) 

 

After multiplication (4.52) becomes: 

 

   
      

                 
      

               

   
      

                 
      

                (4.53) 

 

From the properties of eigenvectors given in (4.37), (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40), 

(4.53) becomes: 

 

                       
    

            
           (4.54) 

 

From the definition of the norm, (4.54) becomes: 

 

                       
         

         
   (4.55) 

 

Substituting the value of the denominator from (4.55) into (4.50) we get: 

 

             
   
      

      
  
    

  
    

                  
     
     

 

                 
  (4.56) 

 

From Eigen analysis the channel correlation matrix      can be given as [52]: 
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       (4.57) 

 

As eigenvalues      , …..,         are zero, (4.57) becomes: 

 

           
 
          

       (4.58) 

 

From [52], (4.58) can be written in terms of matrix notation as 

 

                  
      
      

  
  
    

  
    

    (4.59) 

 

Since       is also zero, (4.59) becomes: 

 

                  
      
  

  
  
    

  
    

    (4.60) 

 

Finally substituting the above value of      from (4.60) into (4.56) we get: 

 

             
   
      

      
  
    

  
    

              
      
  

  
  
    

  
    

              
     
     

 

                 

 (4.61) 

 

From (4.37), (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40) the numerator in (4.61) is simplified as 

follows: 

 

             
   
      

      
  
  

  
      
  

  
  
  

  
     
     

 

                 
  (4.62) 

 

On further simplification, (4.62) becomes 

 

             
   
      

      
      
  

  
     
     

 

                 
   (4.63) 
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Or 

 

             
   
            

     
     

 

                 
    (4.64) 

 

Or 

 

             
  
              

                 
    (4.65) 

 

Or 

 

             
            

 

                 
    (4.66) 

 

Recognizing that        
  and        

  are eigenweights energies defined in 

(4.46) and (4.47) respectively, (4.66) becomes: 

 

             
          

           
    (4.67) 

 

From (4.3),       is equal to the Rayleigh quotient of its corresponding 

eigenvector       i.e. 

 

      
  
             

  
         

     (4.68) 

 

The denominator in (4.68) becomes one from (4.39). Substituting the value of 

      and      from (4.27) and (4.26) respectively into the numerator of (4.68), it 

becomes: 

      
     

      
         

    

      
     (4.69) 

 

This further simplifies to  
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            (4.70) 

 

Inserting this value of       in (4.67), we get 

 

             
     

           
           (4.71) 

 

Thus for the given channel vector     , the performance metric of the FD 

ATBBF              depends upon the ratio of the received energy       to the sum 

of the received and error energies            . This ratio is denoted by          
     

i.e.  

 

         
     

     

           
    (4.72) 

 

Therefore if the error energy       is zero then          
     attains its 

maximum value of one (or 0 dB).              then becomes equal to         and the 

FD ATBBF delivers maximum power. The performance metric of an ES TB in AR1 

Rayleigh fading is also dependent upon this same ratio i.e.          
     [29]. 

Similarly, the performance metric of a RD ATBBF in (4.20) i.e.              

can be written on substituting its denominator         
  with                 

 
 

from (4.17), to give (4.20) as 

 

             
    

            
                    

                
   (4.73) 

 

Therefore in the case of the RD ATBBF we would write the     product 

vector                on the same pattern as already done for           in (4.29) i.e. 

 

                 
            

            (4.74) 

 

The above eigenweights   
     and   

     for the RD ATBBF can be derived as 

formulated for the FD ATBBF i.e. from (4.43) and (4.45) respectively, they become: 
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                  (4.75) 

 

  
     

   
            

    
         

       
 
 

    
         

       
                

                 (4.76) 

 

Similarly, the new eigenweight energies   
     and   

     of the RD ATBBF 

become from (4.46) and (4.47) respectively 

 

  
        

        
     

      
               

 

   (4.77) 

 

  
        

        
   
            

    
         

       
 
 

              

    
         

       
                

 

 

  (4.78) 

 

The rest of the derivation is the same as in the case of the FD ATBBF, which 

gives the same type of expressions of              and          
     for a RD 

ATBBF, as already derived in (4.71) and (4.72) respectively for a FD ATBBF. Only 

the eigenweight energies       and       are replaced by   
     and   

     in the 

expressions of              and          
     i.e. 

 

             
  
    

  
       

    
           (4.79) 

 

         
     

  
    

  
       

    
    (4.80) 

 

4.6 Performance metric simulation in dynamic channel  

 

The performance metric simulations generate the performance curves of a FD 

ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB in the noise free system model of section 3.1. The 

static channel of this model is replaced by the dynamic channel described in section 

4.4. This dynamic channel is a flat fading AR1 Rayleigh channel as described in 

(4.24) and has uncorrelated fading across the antenna elements as given in (4.25). 
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This dynamic downlink channel that is unknown to the transmitter undergoes a 

first-order Markov process in (4.24) [52]. In the first order Markov process,   

becomes the fixed parameter of the model and      is the process noise vector in 

(4.24).      is assumed to be of zero mean and some correlation matrix that has been 

defined for independent correlation at the antennas by (4.25). The channel vector      

originates from the process noise vector     , whose individual elements are applied 

to a bank of one-pole low-pass filters, each having the following transfer function [52] 

i.e. 

 

     
 

      
      (4.81) 

 

Here     is the unit-delay operator. Typically it is assumed that   is close to 

unity. This means that the bandwidth of the channel is small in comparison to the 

incoming data rate, or equivalently, many iterations of the Markov model are required 

to produce a significant change in the channel vector      [52]. Fast and slow fading 

channels are characterized by small and large coherence times respectively [57]. 

Therefore, coherence time becomes directly dependent on the value of   i.e. small 

values of   represent fast fading channels, while its large values indicate slow fading 

channels [45]. The set of values of   in (4.24) chosen to represent different slow and 

fast fading channels as in [45] are 

 

                                             (4.82) 

 

Performance curves are generated for the FD ATBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB 

for each value of   given in (4.82). The ordinate axis of a performance curve 

represents the mean of          
     or          

     or    
     of a FD ATBBF, RD 

ATBBF and ES TB respectively in dBs. The abscissa of the performance curves of the 

above three transmit beamforming techniques consists of the following set of 

adaptation parameter   values in [29, 45]: 

 

  

                                                                        (4.83) 
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Each curve is obtained by taking the mean value of          
     or 

         
     or    

     for 1,000,000 iterations of their respective adaptive algorithms. 

In every     iteration, the beamspace weighs or antenna weights of the FD 

ATBBF/RD ATBBF or ES TB are updated by BGSF or GSF algorithms respectively, 

along with the update of the channel vector as given in (4.24). The performance 

curves become independent of the initial channel coefficients and the variance    

given in (4.25) for this number of iterations [45]. 

The performance curves of a     FD ATBBF are shown in Figure 4.10, 

where the curve of the slow fading channel         has the maximum magnitude. 

As the fading rate       increases, the magnitude of the curve decreases, which is 

why the fastest fading channel     has the lowest magnitude curve. In slow fading, 

due to the slowly varying channel, the FD ATBBF has the time to perturb its 

beamspace weights in the right direction before considerable change in the channel 

takes place. In fast fading, by the time the FD ATBBF acquires the required 

beamspace weights, the channel changes considerably. 

For a performance curve of a particular fading rate, the value of   that gives 

its maximum value is called its      value. The      for the curve of the slow fading 

channel         is minimum. It increases with the increase in the fading rate. This 

is because the FD ATBBF has to accommodate more change in its beamspace weights 

in fast fading channels for better performance. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Performance curves of FD ATBBF for     antennas 
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Figure 4.11: Performance curves of ES TB for     antennas 

 

The performance curves of the     ES TB are shown in Figure 4.11. On 

comparing the curves of the FD ATBBF and ES TB for     antennas it becomes 

evident that at any fading rate both give the same performance. 

For     antennas, the FD ATBBF and ES TB curves are shown in Figure 

4.12 and 4.13 respectively. The variation in the maximum value and the      value 

of the performance curve with the increase in fading rate is similar to that described 

for     antennas. Similarly, the performance of the FD ATBBF and ES TB for  

 

 

Figure 4.12: Performance curves of FD ATBBF for     antennas 
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Figure 4.13: Performance curves of ES TB for     antennas 

 

    over all the selected slow and fast fading rates of the channel has the same 

magnitude as was seen in the case for     antennas. 

Performance curves for     are also compared with those for    . It is 

observed that at any fading rate the maximum value of a curve for     is 

approximately two times is maximum value for     in terms of dBs as tabulated in 

the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 columns of Table 4.5, which is given below. 

The reason is that the number of adaptive weights for     is half than that 

for    , resulting in a shorter convergence time of beamspace weights for the former. 

A greater magnitude of the mean of          
     for     antennas as compared to 

that for     does not translate into greater magnitude of the mean of              

for    .              from (4.71) and (4.72) becomes 

 

                      
               (4.84) 

 

i.e.              depends on the product of          
     and the square of the 

channel vector norm        .         for     and     antennas gives a 3.01 dB 

and 6.02 dB array gain respectively [29]. On adding the respective array gain to the 

maximum value of          
     for     and    , mean of maximum value of 

             for     becomes less than that for     in all the selected fading 

channels as shown in the 4
th

 and 5
th

 columns of Table 4.5 respectively. Performance 
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improvement by     FD ATBBF over     FD ATBBF varies from the 

maximum value of 2.91 dB for slow fading to 0.01 dB for fastest fading as observed 

in the 6
th

 column of Table 4.5. 

 

Table 4.5: Comparison between maximum values of the mean of          
     

and              for     and     antennas 

AR1 

parameter   

Maximum 

value of 

mean of 

         
     

for     

antennas 

(dB) 

Maximum 

value of 

mean of 

         
     

for     

antennas 

(dB) 

Maximum 

value of 

mean of 

             

for     

antennas 

(dB) 

Maximum 

value of 

mean of 

             

for     

antennas 

(dB) 

Performance 

difference 

between 

    and 

    

ATBBF 

0.999 0 -0.1 3.01 5.92 2.91 

0.9968 -0.1 -0.3 2.91 5.72 2.81 

0.99 -0.3 -0.8 2.71 5.22 2.51 

0.968 -0.8 -1.9 2.21 4.12 1.91 

0.9 -1.4 -3.4 1.61 2.62 1.01 

0.6 -2.6 -5.4 0.41 0.62 0.21 

0.3 -2.9 -5.9 0.11 0.12 0.01 

0 -3 -6 0.01 0.02 0.01 

 

Performance curves of the RD ATBBF in the above AR1 channels are 

generated for three cases        ;         and        . 

Performance of the highest magnitude is obtained for         RD ATBBF 

(given in Figure 4.14). This is due to the fact that among the three cases,       

  RD ATBBF has the largest number of orthogonal beams in the total spatial span. 

Figure 4.14 illustrates that the variation in the maximum value and the      value of 

the performance curve of a RD ATBBF with the increase in fading rate is similar to 

that for the FD ATBBF. 

Both         RD ATBBF and     FD ATBBF have the same value 

of   and hence an equivalent value of        . Thus their performance comparison 

depends only on the mean value of          
     and          

     which is given in 
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Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.14 respectively. It is observed that the         RD 

ATBBF is outperformed by     FD ATBBF for all the selected fading rates, as 

observed on comparing Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.12 respectively. This happens 

because FD ATBBF has a greater number of orthogonal beams than the RD ATBBF 

in the given spatial space. 

As said earlier, results in this section present the performance of TB 

techniques in a noise free system having a dynamic channel of section 4.4. In the next 

chapter their performances will be analyzed in a noisy system with the same dynamic 

channel. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Performance curves of         RD ATBBF 
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Chapter 5 
 

 

Performance Improvement in Dynamic 

Channels 

 

 

BER simulations and studies are performed for a FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and 

ES TB in a noisy system model having various dynamic channels of different fading 

rates to compare them with diversity methods based on STC. These simulations are 

performed by either varying rate adaptation rate parameter   or the Signal to Noise 

Ratio (SNR) for various slow and fast fading dynamic channels. Each simulation is 

followed by its analysis to understand the behavior of the ATBBF in dynamic 

channels of different fading rates at various SNR. This study further confirms the 

observations about the performance of an ATBBF in a noise free system given in the 

previous chapter. The BER curves of the above transmit beamforming methods (FD 

ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB) are compared with those of STC in the same fading 

channels. This comparison reveals that in slow fading channels transmit beamforming 

methods perform better, while being outperformed by STC in fast fading channels. 

In order to improve the ATBBF’s performance in fast fading channels, a new 

combination of STC and ATBBF called the STCATBBF is proposed. This 

combination is made possible by utilizing the orthogonal beams of an ATBBF. The 

new transmit signal vector and received signal for a STCATBBF are derived. Also, 

the cost function of the STCATBBF is formulated. The system implementation of the 

STCATBBF’s adaptive algorithm is illustrated, along with the explanation of the 

independence between channels of different orthogonal beams. Lastly, BER 

simulations and subsequent studies for the STCATBBF in the above dynamic 

channels are performed as well as comparisons with other techniques. 
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5.1 Bit error rate simulations and analysis 

 

The dynamic channel performance analysis made in the previous chapter for 

various transmit beamforming techniques (ED ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB) 

cannot be used for comparison with non-beamforming techniques like those based on 

STC. The reason is that STC does not provide beamforming gain as discussed in 

chapter one, i.e. it does not maximize the gain or received energy in the direction of 

the mobile. Secondly, it has no adaptation parameter to adapt to the various channel 

conditions and gives a one fit solution to all wireless channel scenarios. STC in MISO 

systems provides diversity gain only, which is not provided by beamforming 

techniques. 

The simulation of BER curves is one of the most widely used models for 

comparing various downlink techniques as seen in [5], [10], [13], [15], [28-29], [31] 

and [33]. This section presents the BER curves of a FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES 

TB by varying their common adaptation rate parameter   in various slow and fast 

fading channels at different values of SNR. An optimum value of   is found for each 

of the above techniques in a fading channel of a particular fading rate for a 

range/value of SNR. This optimum beta is used as the   value of these beamforming 

techniques (FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB) to subsequently compare them with 

STC. 

 

5.1.1 Bit error rate studies on variation of the adaptation rate parameter 

at constant signal to noise ratio 

 

Slow and fast fading channels are determined by the AR1 parameter   [29, 45] 

as given in the expression of the dynamic channel vector in (4.24), and further 

explained in section 4.6. The selected values of   representing slow and fast fading 

channels are given below 

 

                        dB   (5.1) 
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In following [29], the fading channels corresponding to first three values of   

in (5.1) are fast fading while the last and fourth value represents a slow fading 

channel. The abscissa of the BER curves for the FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB 

consist of the same values of   as given in (4.83). The two SNR values in dB for 

which the curves of the FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB are generated are given 

below 

 

                   dB     (5.2) 

 

The SNR values represent the bit energy to noise floor ratio in dB. Uncoded 

coherent Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation is used for BER calculation. 

Each BER curve is obtained by taking the mean value of bit errors of the FD ATBBF, 

RD ATBBF and ES TB for 10,000,000 iterations of their respective adaptive 

algorithms. In every     iteration, the beamspace weights of the FD ATBBF/RD 

ATBBF or the antenna weights of the ES TB are updated by the BGSF or GSF 

algorithms respectively, along with the update of the channel vector given in (4.24). 

The BER curves become independent of the initial channel coefficients and the 

variance    given in (4.25) for this number of iterations. 

The BER curves of a     FD ATBBF for values of   given in (5.1) and 

SNR values in (5.2) are shown in Figure 5.1. At a particular value of SNR, as the 

fading rate       decreases, the minimum value of the BER curve decreases, which 

is why in the slow fading channel        , the FD ATBBF has the lowest BER 

value. The reason is the same as given in section 4.6, i.e., in the slowly varying 

channel, the FD ATBBF has the time to perturb its beamspace weight in the right 

direction before considerable change in the channel takes place giving the least bit 

error. In fast fading, by the time the FD ATBBF acquires the required beamspace 

weights, the channel changes considerably giving the maximum bit error. 

For any BER curve the value of β that gives its minimum value is called its 

β    value. At a particular SNR value, the β    value of a BER curve for the slow 

fading channel        is minimum. β    increases with the increase in the fading 

rate. This is because of the same reason given in section 4.6, that a FD ATBBF has to 

accommodate more change in its beamspace weights in fast fading channels for better 
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performance. Table 5.1 lists down the β    values of all the respective BER curves in 

Figure 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1:      values of BER curves of     FD ATBBF 

BER curve at SNR= 6 dB BER curve at SNR= 18 dB 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

        0.07         0.13 

        0.22         0.3 

      0.4       0.4 

      0.4       0.4 

 

Thirdly, it can be noted that at the same fading rate, BER curves of higher 

SNR have less BER. This is easily understood upon knowing that higher SNR 

translates to higher bit energy to noise energy and hence less BER. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: BER curves of     FD ATBBF for various fading rates and SNR values  
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Fourthly, on comparing the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 columns of Table 5.1, it is noticed that 

in slow fading and one fast fading channel        , the      values of BER curves 

at SNR of 18 dB are greater than those for 6 dB. This is answered by the well known 

fact that in stochastic gradient algorithms, increasing the value of the adaptation rate 

parameter  /step-size increases the rate of convergence at the cost of increasing noisy 

variation in the experimentally computed learning curve [52]. Hence on increasing the 

bit energy to noise floor (SNR), the same noisy variation that was achievable at lower 

bit energy and reduced step size can now be achieved at greater step size. This is not 

true for other fast fading channels as seen in the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 rows of Table 5.1 because 

of the increased variation in the channels. 

The BER curves of the ES TB for     are shown in Figure 5.2. On 

comparing them with those of     FD ATBBF, it becomes clear that both have 

approximately the same AR1 dynamic channel BER curves. This could also be 

inferred from section 4.6, where the performance curves of both were alike. Similarly, 

the BER curves for the FD ATBBF and ES TB for     antennas are shown in 

Figure 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. Table 5.2 lists down the      values of all the  

 

 

Figure 5.2: BER curves of     ES TB for various fading rates and SNR values 
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Figure 5.3: BER curves of     FD ATBBF for various fading rates and SNR values 

 

 

Figure 5.4: BER curves of     ES TB for various fading rates and SNR values 
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respective BER curves of     FD ATBBF in Figure 5.3. 

 

Table 5.2:      values of BER curves of     FD ATBBF 

BER curve at SNR= 6 dB BER curve at SNR= 18 dB 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

        0.04         0.06 

        0.13         0.19 

      0.22       0.22 

      0.4       0.4 

 

This table clarifies that the observations made for     FD ATBBF are 

equally true for     FD ATBBF. Similarly, on comparing Figure 5.3 and 5.4 it is 

seen that both the FD ATBBF and ES TB for     antennas have approximately the 

same BER curves in various fading channels and SNR values, as was seen in section 

4.6 in terms of their performance curves. 

On comparing the BER curves of     FD ATBBF with those of     FD 

ATBBF in Figures 5.1 and 5.3 respectively, it becomes evident that the latter has a 

lesser BER than the former. This happens because of the fact that the array gain of 

    FD ATBBF is two times that of     FD ATBBF (in dB), as discussed in 

section 4.6. Table 5.3 highlights the minimum BER values of all the BER curves of 

    FD ATBBF and     FD ATBBF in Figures 5.1 and 5.3 respectively. It is 

seen that as the channel becomes slower and SNR increases, the ratio of the minimum 

BER values of     FD ATBBF to that of     FD ATBBF increases, reaching its 

maximum for the slow fading channel at the highest SNR. This means that the 

maximum performance advantage of using     FD ATBBF over     FD 

ATBBF is in slow fading channels at a higher SNR. 

As discussed in section 4.6 that         RD ATBBF gives the best 

performance curves among various other RD ATBBFs for     antennas i.e. 

        RD ATBBF and         RD ATBBF. Hence a study of the BER 

curves of         RD ATBBF is performed. Its BER curves in various fading 

channels at different SNR values are demonstrated in Figure 5.5. Table 5.4 lists down 

the      values of all the BER curves of         RD ATBBF in Figure 5.5.  
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Table 5.3: Comparison between minimum value of BER curves of a     FD 

ATBBF,     FD ATBBF and         RD ATBBF 

AR1 

parameter   

SNR 

value 

(dB) 

Minimum 

BER value 

for     

FD ATBBF 

Minimum 

BER value 

for     FD 

ATBBF 

Ratio of 3
rd

 

to 4
th

 

column 

Minimum BER 

value for 

        

RD ATBBF 

        6 0.008201 0.000337 
24.33531 0.0015785 

        6 0.015824 0.004091 
3.868003 0.0073797 

      6 0.026025 0.014887 
1.74817 0.0184407 

      6 0.045379 0.042809 
1.060034 0.0434961 

        18 0.0000703 0.0000002 
351.5 0.000002 

        18 0.0005984 0.0000717 
8.345886 0.0001763 

      18 0.0014311 0.0006797 
2.105488 0.0009379 

      18 0.003232 0.002989 
1.081298 0.003054 

 

 

Figure 5.5: BER curves of a         RD ATBBF for various fading rates and 

SNR values 
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From Figure 5.5 and Table 5.4 it is seen that the four observations made for 

the BER curves of the FD ATBBF also hold for the BER curves of the RD ATBBF. 

 

Table 5.4:      values of BER curves of         RD ATBBF 

BER curve at SNR= 6 dB BER curve at SNR= 18 dB 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

        0.07         0.1 

        0.19         0.22 

      0.22       0.22 

      0.4       0.4 

 

Table 5.3 also gives the minimum BER values of all the BER curves of 

        RD ATBBF in Figure 5.5. Table 5.3 shows that the minimum BER 

value of any BER curve of         RD ATBBF in Figure 5.5 is always greater 

than that of     FD ATBBF. The reason is that     FD ATBBF has a greater 

number of orthogonal beams than         RD ATBBF in the given spatial 

space. 

Similarly, it can be noted from Table 5.3 that the minimum achievable BER of 

all the BER curves of         RD ATBBF is always less than that of     FD 

ATBBF. This is due to the additional array gain present in         RD ATBBF 

because of having double number of antenna elements than     FD ATBBF. In 

short,     FD ATBBF gives the best BER curves followed by         RD 

ATBBF and then     FD ATBBF. 

 

5.1.2 Bit error rate studies on variation of signal to noise ratio at a 

constant adaptation rate parameter 

 

In these studies, the BER curves of the above described transmit beamforming 

methods are plotted over a range of SNR values on the abscissa at the constant value 

of their adaptation rate parameter  . The selected SNR values are as follows 
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                                         (5.3) 

 

It was noticed in section 4.6 that both the ES TB and FD ATBBF gave the 

same performance curves or same beamforming gain and fading diversity in AR1 

dynamic channels that are uncorrelated across the antennas in the absence of noise. 

Furthermore, in the above section 5.1.1 it was demonstrated that the BER curves of 

    ES TB and     ES TB are approximately equivalent to those of     FD 

ATBBF and     FD ATBBF respectively at SNR values of 6 dB and 18 dB in the 

above fading channels in the presence of noise. This means that for the SNR values 

from 6 dB to 18 dB, the BER curves of an ES TB are equivalent to those of the FD 

ATBBF. Hence the BER curves of the ES TB are not plotted in this section because 

they are represented by the FD ATBBF’s BER curves. 

The constant value of   is the value that gives the minimum BER for the 

selected range of SNR values. In the above section 5.1.1, the optimum values of   i.e. 

     at which     FD ATBF,     FD ATBBF or         RD ATBBF 

give the minimum BER in dynamic channels of various fading rates and SNR values 

were tabulated in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4. These tables show that in two fast fading 

channels i.e.       and       the      of a     FD ATBBF,     FD 

ATBBF or         FD ATBBF remains constant for both SNR values of 6 dB 

and 18 dB. This      is the selected constant value of   at which the BER curves of 

    FD ATBBF,     FD ATBBF or         FD ATBBF are plotted with 

respect to SNR values in fast fading channels. Thus in these channels     FD 

ATBBF,     FD ATBBF and         RD ATBBF will give their optimum 

BER performance from 6 dB to 18 dB. 

In the third fast fading channel        , and slow fading channel   

     ,      of a     FD ATBBF,     FD ATBBF or         FD 

ATBBF is different for 6 dB and 18 dB from Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4 respectively. In 

such channels      at 18 dB is the selected constant value of   at which the BER 

curves of     FD ATBBF,     FD ATBBF or         FD ATBBF are 

plotted with respect to SNR values. Thus in these channels     FD ATBBF,     

FD ATBBF and         FD ATBBF give their optimum BER performance at 

18 dB. 
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In addition, BER simulations of STC for     transmit antennas and a single 

receive antenna [13] are performed along with those of a single transmit antenna (no 

diversity). Analytic BER values of STC for     [15] transmit antennas with a 

single receive antenna are added from [5], [15] and [29]. Perfectly adapted optimal 

weight BER simulations are also performed for both     and     antennas for 

comparison. 

Figure 5.6 gives the BER curves for the FD ATBBF, STC and optimal weights 

for     transmit antennas and a single receive antenna in fast and slow fading 

channels. A BER curve of no diversity (single transmit antenna) is also added for 

comparison. Optimal weights, STC and no transmit diversity will have a single BER 

curve for all fading rates as these methods are independent of fading rates. The 

constant value of   at which the BER curves of     FD ATBBF is plotted for 

      and       is 0.4, while for         and         it is 0.3 and 0.13 

respectively from Table 5.1. 

Figure 5.6 shows that the FD ATBBF performs close to the theoretical limit of  

 

 

Figure 5.6: BER curves of a FD ATBBF plotted against a range of SNR values for 

various fading rates along with those of STC, optimal weights and no diversity. 
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optimal weights in the slow fading channel        . As the fading rate       

increases, its BER performance decreases and diverges more from the optimal weight 

performance, so that finally for the selected fastest fading channel      , it gives a 

performance that is slightly better than that of no transmit diversity. In slow fading, 

due to the slowly varying channel, the FD ATBBF has the time to perturb its 

beamspace weights in the right direction before considerable change in the channel 

takes place. In fast fading, it is difficult for the FD ATBBF to keep track of the 

optimal beamspace weights because considerable change in the channel takes place in 

a relatively shorter period of time. Therefore the FD ATBBF outperforms STC by 

giving a gain of 2.2 dB over STC in the slow fading channel (at BER of 0.00016), 

while STC outperforms the FD ATBBF in fast fading channels. 

Figure 5.7 gives the BER curves for the FD ATBBF, STC,     RD ATBBF 

and optimal weights for     transmit antennas and a single receive antenna in slow 

and fast fading channels. A BER curve of no diversity (single transmit antenna) is also 

added for comparison. The constant value of   at which the BER curves of     FD 

ATBBF is plotted for       and       fading channels is 0.4 and 0.22 

respectively, while for         and         it is 0.19 and 0.06 respectively from 

Table 5.2 as done in case of plotting BER curves of     FD ATBBF. Similarly, the 

constant value of   at which the BER curves of         RD ATBBF is plotted 

for       and       is 0.4 and 0.22 respectively, while for         and 

        it is 0.22 and 0.1 respectively from Table 5.4. 

In Figure 5.7, it can be observed that both the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF 

give their best performance in the slow fading channel. The FD ATBBF closely 

follows the optimal weight theoretical limit in this channel. As the fading rate 

increases, the performance of both decreases, so that for the selected fastest fading 

channel i.e.       their performance is a little better than that of no transmit 

diversity. 

The FD ATBBF gives about 4.8 dB gain over the RD ATBBF (at BER of 

0.000002) in the slow fading channel. As the fading rate increases, this gain over the 

RD ATBBF decreases so that for the selected fastest fading channel both the FD 

ATBBF and RD ATBBF give an equivalent performance. The FD ATBBF gives a 4.8 

dB gain over STC (at BER of 0.000002) as well in slow fading because STC gives an  
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Figure 5.7: BER curves of a FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF plotted against a range of 

SNR values for various fading rates along with those of STC, optimal weights and no 

diversity. 

 

equivalent performance to that of the RD ATBBF in this channel. STC outperforms 

both of them in fast fading channels. 

However, this STC for     antennas cannot exist without bandwidth 

expansion [6], [15]. The analytic result used for     STC was for the 1/2 rate four 

symbols Phase Shift Keying (4-PSK) code [15]. This code gives the maximum gain 

over a one rate BPSK code for     STC [15].Using this code,     STC 

transmits half of the data transmitted by rate one techniques i.e.     FD ATBBF or 

        RD ATBBF or     STC or     FD ATBBF in a given 

bandwidth.  

On comparing Figure 5.7 and 5.6 it can be observed that     FD ATBBF 

outperforms     FD ATBBF and this performance difference between     and 

    FD ATBBF increases by increasing SNR and making the channel slower as 

also noted in the previous section 5.1.1. On increasing SNR, full beamforming gain 

for     antennas increases manifold in comparison to the increase in the full 
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beamforming gain for     antennas. (Full beamforming gain for     and     

antennas is identified by the BER curves of optimal weights in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 

respectively. Ratio of the optimal weight’s BER for     to its BER for     at 

SNR of 6 dB is 40, while the same ratio at 18 dB is about 1667.) Secondly, as the 

channel becomes slower the FD ATBBF acquires a greater portion of the above full 

beamforming gain. Thus these two reasons cause the increase in performance 

difference between     and     FD ATBBF as SNR increases and the channel 

becomes slower. 

 

5.2 Space Time Coded Adaptive Transmit Beamspace 

Beamformer  

 

It was shown in the previous section that     FD ATBBF and       

  RD ATBBF have an edge over     STC in terms of doubling the data rate 

offered by     STC. For     antennas both the FD ATBBF and STC are rate 

one and the FD ATBBF performs better in slow fading while STC outperforms the 

FD ATBBF in faster fading channels. In order to improve the performance of     

FD ATBBF in fast fading channels, a STCATBBF is presented for     antennas. 

This STCATBBF improves the FD ATBBF’s performance in fast fading by 

combining it with STC. 

A STCATBBF for     antennas consists of a     FD ATBBF at the BS 

of a wireless system. As before this     FD ATBBF at the BS consists of     

TBs on its TAA of     antenna elements i.e.        . The beam pattern of 

any     TB of an ATBBF (FD ATBBF/RD ATBBF) is given in (2.37). From (2.37), 

the values of   for     FD ATBBF are    
 

 
      

 

 
    . This gives the 

following values in spatial space where the beams are shifted i.e.      
 

 
      

   . In terms of elevation angle   this amounts to        where the beams are 

directed. Following the notation adopted in Figure 2.1, the     TB of a FD ATBBF is 

denoted by TBm in Figure 5.8 below, which shows a STCATBBF consisting of a 

    FD ATBBF at the BS. Corresponding to       there are two TBs denoted 

by TB0 and TB1 and shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8: A STCATBBF transmitting STC symbols through a     FD ATBBF 

which has     TBs and     antenna elements on the TAA. 

 

The weight vector of TBm is assigned to the    
 

 
 
  

 column of the 

beamspace matrix     as described in section 2.4. Thus the weight vectors of TB0 and 

TB1 for     FD ATBBF are assigned to the             n      columns of 

    respectively. This makes     a     matrix. A representative     for     FD 

ATBBF is given as follows: 

 

     
      
      

      (5.4) 

 

STC symbols defined for     antennas in [13] and [15] are given by the 

    matrix   , which is as follows: 

 

    
    
   

   
       (5.5) 
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Here    and    represent the constellation signals or symbols. In STC, the 

elements in the first row of    are sent simultaneously from the two antennas in the 

first time slot. The element in the first row first column is sent from the first antenna. 

The first row second column element is sent from the second antenna. A similar 

explanation follows for the second row elements of   , which are sent in the second 

time slot from the two antenna elements simultaneously [13] [15]. 

In the STCATBBF,    and    are applied respectively at the input of TB0 and 

TB1 of the FD ATBBF and transmitted through them in the first time slot. In the 

second time slot    
  and   

  are applied respectively to TB0 and TB1 of the FD 

ATBBF and transmitted through them. This transmission of STC symbols through the 

FD ATBBF is shown in Figure 5.8 above. 

The overall system model for a STCATBBF is the same as described for a FD 

ATBBF in section 3.1. There are differences in the transmitted and received signals of 

the two techniques along with additional STCATBBF notations that are described 

below. 

 

5.2.1 Transmit signal vector 

   is the Nyquist sampling time index as in section 3.1. Each of the first and 

second time slots of the STCATBBF has a duration   which is an integral multiple of 

  . As formerly discussed,   is the time index denoting the     iteration number of the 

adaptive algorithm. In the STCATBBF   is an integral multiple of   . In     FD 

ATBBF at any   , the same data symbol i.e.              will be sent to both TB0 and 

TB1 simultaneously. In contrast, in STCATBBF different data symbols are sent 

simultaneously to TB0 and TB1 as shown in Figure 5.8 i.e.        and        are sent 

through TB0 and TB1 respectively in the first time slot, while    
        and 

  
        are sent through TB0 and TB1 respectively in the second time slot. On the 

other hand, like the ATBBF, each STCATBBF symbol is first multiplied by the 

adaptive beamspace weight of TB0 and TB1 i.e.         and         respectively, 

before being sent to TB0 and TB1. Thus the     product vector                    

present in the expression of the transmit vector       of the ATBBF in (3.1) (in the 

first time slot of STCATBBF) becomes 
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       (5.6) 

 

The traffic signal vector transmitted by the STCATBBF from (3.1) and (5.6) 

becomes: 

 

                
   

     
             

             
    (5.7) 

 

The product     
             

             
  is to be normalized as done in section 3.1. 

Therefore (5.7) is: 

 

                
   

 
    

             

             
 

     
             

             
  

   (5.8) 

 

The simplification of this norm becomes: 

 

     
             

             
         

             

             
  

 

    
             

             
 (5.9) 

 

From the Hermitian transpose property [20] we get: 

 

   
             

             
 

 

   
     

             

             
   (5.10) 

 

Applying the property of the orthogonality of columns of a beamspace matrix 

of the FD ATBBF as given in (2.70), (5.10) becomes: 

 

 
  

             

             
 

 

  
             

             
 

 
   (5.11) 
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Taking Hermitian of  
             

             
  in (5.11) we get 

 

 

      
      

         
      

       
             

             
 

  
   (5.12) 

 

After vector multiplication (5.12) becomes: 

 

 
          

 
                   

 
         

  
   (5.13) 

 

The STCATBBF data symbols       ,        have unity power as assumed 

for the ATBBF’s data symbol              in section 3.2 i.e. 

 

        
          

       (5.14) 

 

Thus (5.13) becomes: 

 

 
          

 
          

 

  
   (5.15) 

 

The numerator of (5.15) is the norm of the beamspace weight vector        

(defined in section 2.4). Thus (5.15) is: 

 

 
        

  
     (5.16) 

 

Substituting the value of norm from (5.16) into (5.8),       is written as: 

 

                
   

 
    

             

             
   

        
   (5.17) 

 

For the second time slot, the transmit signal vector         becomes: 
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   (5.18) 

 

5.2.2 Received signal  

The dynamic channel having a     flat fading channel vector      is the 

same as described in section 4.4. This dynamic channel has only one delay 

path/multipath i.e.    . Therefore the received traffic signal at the mobile       

corresponding to       becomes from (3.9) and (5.17): 

 

                
   

      
    

             

             
   

        
        (5.19) 

 

Substituting the value of     from (5.4), (5.19) becomes: 

 

                
   

      
 
      
      

  
             

             
   

        
        (5.20) 

 

Substituting       in terms of the coefficients of the single delay path as 

explained in section 4.4, (5.20) is written as: 

 

           
      

      
      

 
      
      

  
             

             
   

        
       (5.21) 

 

After matrix multiplication 

 

          
      

          
                         

          
                  

        
         

                  (5.22) 

 

Separating terms having        and        in (5.22), we get: 
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                       (5.23) 

 

Let       and       correspond to the combined ATBBF plus channel 

response experienced by the data signal        and        respectively i.e. 

 

      
  

       
   

   
          

                 

        
   (5.24) 

 

      
  

       
   

   
          

                 

        
   (5.25) 

 

Substituting the value of       and       from (5.24) and (5.25) respectively 

into (5.23), we get: 

 

                                      (5.26) 

 

As      and        remain constant during any     update interval, then from 

(5.24) and (5.25),       and       also remain constant in the second time slot. 

Following a similar procedure as above, the received traffic signal corresponding to 

       , from (5.18) becomes: 

 

                
               

                 (5.27) 

 

Equations (5.26) and (5.27) are of the same form as the received signals in 

STC [13] [15]. Therefore, the estimation of       and       and detection of    and    

is done as in STC.       and       are to be independent of one another as required in 

STC. This independence will be illustrated in section 5.5. 
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5.3 Cost function of space time coded adaptive transmit 

beamspace beamformer 

 

As shown above, the STCATBBF transmits STC coded data through a FD 

ATBBF whose subsequent detection at the receiver is implemented as described for 

the STC method in [13] [15]. This section calculates the useful power delivered by the 

STCATBBF to the MS for constrained transmission power. This metric becomes its 

cost function. This cost function will be used to calculate the feedback at the MS for 

the STCATBBF as done for the FD ATBBF in chapter 3. 

The useful received signal in the total received signal for the STCATBBF in 

the first time slot from (5.26) is: 

 

                           (5.28) 

 

The useful received power        at the MS in the first time slot is the square 

of the above term in (5.28) i.e. 

 

                                                         
 (5.29) 

 

Simplification of (5.29) results in 

 

        
         

         
         

               
      

      

             
      

            (5.30) 

 

From (5.14), the STCATBBF data symbols       ,        have unity power 

i.e. they lie on the unit circle in the complex plane. Secondly, as BPSK modulation is 

used for subsequent BER simulations of STCATBBF, it is assumed that data symbols 

also lie on the real axis i.e.         
              

        . Hence (5.30) 

becomes: 

 

        
         

         
            

       (5.31) 

 

Similarly, it can be seen in the second time slot the useful signal is 
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          (5.32) 

 

The useful received power          at the MS in the second time slot is the 

square of the above term in (5.32) i.e. 

 

                  
               

                 
        

       
            (5.33) 

 

Simplification of (5.33) results in  

 

        
                    

                        

    
      

                     
      

           (5.34) 

 

Again applying the same assumptions as for (5.31), (5.34) becomes 

 

                
         

         
            

     (5.35) 

 

Adding (5.31) and (5.35) to find the total useful power delivered in first slot at 

   and second slot at     , we get 

 

                           
          

  (5.36) 

 

Adding and subtracting the term        
            

     on the right hand 

side of (5.36) we get 

 

          
         

         
            

            
  

       
         

            
      (5.37) 

 

The above expression can be written as 

 

                             
                            

 

 (5.38) 
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This becomes the definition of the square of a norm i.e. 

 

                
               

    (5.39) 

 

Substituting the value of       and       from (5.24) and (5.25) into the first 

term on the right hand side of (5.39), we get 

 

  
  

       
   

   
          

                 

        
 

  
       
   

   
          

                 

        
 

 

  (5.40) 

 

Taking common 

 

           
   

      
   
   

          
     

   
   

        

        
   

 

  (5.41) 

 

Writing the product in (5.41) in terms of beamspace matrix and beamspace 

weight vector 

 

           
   

      
      
      

  
       

       
 

        
   

 

   (5.42) 

 

(5.42) finally becomes 

 

           
                 

        
   

 

   (5.43) 

 

Applying the definition of the square of a norm, (5.43) becomes: 

 

         
    

        
 
                  

              
   (5.44) 
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From the Hermitian transpose property the above equation is written as: 

 

         
    

        
 
                    

       
        (5.45) 

 

Each of the terms in the two brackets is a scalar quantity. Scalar multiplication 

is commutative, reversing the sequence of the two terms does not affect the product 

i.e. we get: 

 

         
    

        
 
    

       
                        (5.46) 

 

Defining the     channel correlation matrix      as in (4.26) and inserting 

it in (5.46) 

 

         
    

        
    

       
                (5.47) 

 

Similarly substituting the value of       and       from (5.24) and (5.25) into 

the second term on the right hand side of (5.39), the second term becomes: 

 

  
  

       
   

   
          

                 

        
 

  
       
   

   
          

                 

        
 

 

  (5.48) 

 

Taking common 

 

           
   

      
   
   

          
     

   
   

        

        
   

 

  (5.49) 

 

Writing the product in (5.49) in terms of beamspace matrix and beamspace 

weight vector 
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   (5.50) 

 

(5.50) finally becomes 

 

           
   

         
       

        
 

        
   

 

   (5.51) 

 

(5.51) is simplified on the same lines as (5.43) was simplified from (5.44) to 

(5.47) to finally become: 

 

         
    

        
  

       

        
 

 

   
         

       

        
   (5.52) 

 

Total power delivered in first slot at    and second slot      will be sum of 

(5.47) and (5.52) i.e. 

 

     

        
    

        
    

       
               

        
    

        
 
 
       

        
 

 

   
         

       

        
    (5.53) 

 

The performance metric of the STCATBBF              from (5.53) 

becomes: 

 

             
    

 
       
     

   
       

                
       

        
 

 

   
         

       

        
 

        
 

  (5.54) 
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5.4 System implementation of beamspace weight vector 

adaptation in space time coded adaptive transmit beamspace 

beamformer 

 

The update of the beamspace weight vector in the STCATBBF is governed by 

the BGSF algorithm as adopted for an ATBBF. A general outline of BGSF was given 

in section 2.5. This remains the same for the STCATBBF. The system implementation 

of BGSF for a FD ATBBF was given in section 3.3. This undergoes certain changes, 

(because of the incorporation of STC symbols and time slots as well as the different 

cost function of the STCATBBF), which are described below: 

 

5.4.1 At the base station transmitter  

The traffic signal vector       transmitted by the STCATBBF is different in 

the first and second time slots and is given by (5.17) and (5.18) respectively. For the 

pilot signal, two     beamspace weight vectors             and           , (where 

    ) are generated from        at the BS, as given for a FD ATBBF in (3.22) and 

(3.23). Let             and           be given by the following coefficients i.e. 

 

             
           

           
     (5.55) 

 

            
          

          
     (5.56) 

 

Due to the cost function of the STCATBBF, two more     beamspace 

weight vectors are defined for the pilot signal from (5.55) and (5.56) as follows: 

 

        
      

           

            
     (5.57) 

 

       
      

          

           
     (5.58) 
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The time slot of duration   in section 3.3 is now   , which is an integral 

multiple of   . As described previously,   is the duration of the first time slot and is 

also the duration of the second time slot given in terms of the integral multiple of   . 

Therefore the pilot signal is now sent with             and         
     during even 

slots   
  

  
       , while with            and        

     in odd slots   
  

  
      . 

The update interval   becomes an integral multiple of    . Assume this multiple to be 

  i.e.         . Let   represent any integer between       i.e   represents 

any of the   slots in the     update interval. Beamspace weight vectors for both the 

traffic and pilot signal are held constant during the     update interval. The 

transmitted pilot signal vector            in any     interval becomes: 

 

           

        
   

               

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

          

            
       

  

  
          

  

 
       

       
    

            
       

  

  
          

  

 
      

      
   

           
       

  

  
         

  

 
       

      
    

           
       

  

  
         

  

 
      

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 (5.59) 

 

Hence the total transmit signal            during any     interval, becomes 

from (5.17), (5.18) and (5.59) as: 

 

                    
   

 
     

        

 
 
 

 
  
             

             
        

  

 
       

 
          

     

         
     

        
  

 
      

 
 
 

 
 

  

        
   

               

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

          

            
       

  

  
          

  

 
       

       
    

            
       

  

  
          

  

 
      

      
   

           
       

  

  
         

  

 
       

      
    

           
       

  

  
         

  

 
      

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

(5.60) 
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5.4.1 At the mobile receiver  

The received signal is the channel passed traffic and pilot signal, to which 

noise is added. The received signal in the first time slot is given in (5.19). After the 

incorporation of the received signal in the second time slot and pilot signal in even 

and odd slots (5.19) becomes: 

 

                
   

 
          

        

 
 
 

 
  
             

             
        

  

 
       

 
          

     

         
     

        
  

 
      

 
 
 

 
 

  

       
   

                    

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

          

            
       

  

  
          

  

 
       

       
    

            
       

  

  
          

  

 
      

         

           
       

  

  
         

  

 
       

      
    

           
       

  

  
         

  

 
      

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

               (5.61) 

 

Code multiplexing can make            and data traffic symbols orthogonal to 

each other and hence they can be separated at the receiver. Assume unit power of the 

pilot symbol i.e.             
 
  . Thus from (5.53) and second term on the right 

hand side of (5.61) the sum of the powers delivered by the pilot signal to the MS in 

the first slot at    and second slot at      of the even slot becomes the power of the 

even slot  i.e.           
   

 and is given as 

 

          
   

       
    

            
        

       
                   

        
    

            
         

        
                

       (5.62) 
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Similarly, the sum of the powers delivered by the pilot signal to the MS in the 

first slot at    and second slot at      of the odd slot becomes the power of the odd 

slot  i.e.          
   

 and is given as 

 

         
   

 

      
    

           
       

       
                  

        
    

           
        

        
               

       (5.63) 

 

The delivered pilot power is normalized; therefore, it depends upon the 

direction specified by               or              rather than their magnitudes. 

Total power in a    interval of even or odd slots becomes from (5.62) or (5.63) 

respectively as (5.64) or (5.65), which are given below 

 

            
   

            
   

     (5.64) 

 

           
   

           
   

     (5.65) 

 

The mobile receiver will sum             
   

 and            
   

 for all    intervals 

present in an even and odd    interval respectively to give           
   

    and 

         
   

    as follows i.e. 

 

          
   

                 
   

   
  

  
  

       (5.66) 

 

         
   

                
   

   
  

  
  

       (5.67) 

 

          
   

    and          
   

    are summed over all the values of        

   to get           
   

    and          
   

    as described in (3.22) and (3.33) respectively. 
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Similarly, the comparison of the above two powers in (3.34) and then the subsequent 

generation of feedback in (3.35) remains the same. 

 

5.4.3 Returning to the base station transmitter  

The above feedback on reaching the base station updates     at the transmitter 

as given in (3.36) to (3.39). On equalizing the left hand side of (3.22) with the right 

hand side of (3.36) we get: 

 

                     

                                          (5.68) 

 

On equalizing the left hand side of (3.23) with the right hand side of (3.37) we 

get: 

 

                     

                                         (5.69) 

 

On combining (5.68) and (5.69) one can get a single expression of          

i.e. 

 

                                                   (5.70) 

 

Writing the value of vectors         ,        and      in (5.70) in terms of 

their constituent elements for a STCATBBF we get: 

 

                                             (5.71) 

 

                                             (5.72) 

 

Here         and         are the adaptive beamspace weights of TB0 and TB1 

respectively at the     update, while           and           are the adaptive 

beamspace weights of TB0 and TB1 respectively at the         update interval.       
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and       are the elements of the test perturbation vector     . Equations (5.71) and 

(5.72) are subsequently employed in the next section. 

 

5.5 Channel independence 

 

An important assumption for STC is that both       and       must be 

independent [13] [15]. This implies that       and       are uncorrelated [58] i.e. 

 

    
                 (5.73) 

 

Substituting the value of       and       from (5.24) and (5.25) into the left 

hand side of (5.73), we get: 

 

    
             

        
   

    
          

        
     

       
          

               

        
   

(5.74) 

 

Taking conjugation in (5.74) 

 

   
        
   

           
          

      
       

          
               

        
   (5.75) 

Taking the constant terms outside the expectation operator in (5.75), it 

becomes: 

 

         
   

  
 

        
   

    
                     

          
     

        

  
                  (5.76) 

 

The term in the denominator of (5.76) i.e.         
    is used for 

normalization from section 5.2.1. Therefore in order to simplify the above expectation 

in (5.76), this normalization is neglected as channel independence is not affected by it. 

Hence (5.76) becomes: 
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          (5.77) 

 

Applying the expectation to individual terms in (5.77): 

 

    
           

        
   

           
     

               
         

             
               

     

         
        

               
              

     
               

      (5.78) 

 

Substituting     
     and         from (5.71) and (5.72) into (5.78), the 

expectation operator in the first term on the left hand side of (5.78) becomes: 

 

          
     

                      
                       

                                                              

              (5.79) 

 

Taking conjugation on the right hand side of (5.79) we get: 

 

          
      

                                 
    

                                                 (5.80) 

 

After multiplication (5.80) becomes: 

 

          
     

                       
                     

      
                       

     
                          

                   
                                

              

  (5.81) 

 

The expectation of the second, third and fourth terms on the right hand side of 

(5.81) are zero. In the second term   
       is an independent normal Gaussian 
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random variable from section 3.3. Therefore, it is independent from the rest of the 

second term i.e. expectation on the second term can be written as: 

 

         
                           

                 

         
                                       

        (5.82) 

 

Also,   
       is a zero mean variable from section 3.3 and hence (5.82) or 

the second term is zero. Similarly, in the third term         is a zero mean variable 

and independent from the rest of the term, while in the fourth term both         and 

  
       are independent and have zero mean. Thus (5.81) becomes: 

 

          
     

                      
     

                 (5.83) 

 

Again, by substituting the values of     
       and           from (5.71) 

and (5.72) into the right hand side of (5.83), all the terms have zero expectation except 

the first term which is          
     

                . Continuing in this 

fashion, (5.83) finally becomes: 

 

          
     

                           
      

             (5.84) 

 

The left hand side of (5.84) represents the expectation operator in the first term 

on the right hand side of (5.78). Similarly, the expectation operators in the second, 

third and fourth terms of (5.78) evaluate to (5.85), (5.86) and (5.87) respectively, 

which are given below 

 

    
             

                     
              

            (5.85) 

 

         
        

                          
         

            (5.86) 

 

          
     

                          
      

             (5.87) 
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Channel coefficients are undergoing independent fading or the channel is 

uncorrelated across the antennas as described in (4.25) and section 4.4. Thus the right 

hand side of (5.85) becomes: 

 

    
              

                
                 

            (5.88) 

 

      is a channel coefficient undergoing AR1 process given in (4.23). 

Expectation of   
     becomes: 

 

    
           

         
          (5.89) 

 

      is a zero mean variable as given in section 4.4. Thus (5.89) becomes: 

 

    
           

          (5.90) 

 

This implies that     
      is zero. Similarly, it can be shown that          is 

zero. Therefore (5.85) and (5.86) or the second and third terms on the right hand side 

of (5.78) evaluate to zero. On making the second and third term of (5.78) zero and 

substituting the value of the expectation in the first and fourth term of (5.78) from 

(5.84) and (5.87) respectively, (5.78) finally becomes: 

 

    
           

        
   

           
      

              
     

         
      

              
          (5.91) 

 

          
   in (5.91), from (4.23) is as follows: 

 

          
                                           (5.92) 

 

After conjugation and multiplication 

 

                   
                        

            

    
             (5.93) 
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The expectation of the second term on the right hand side of (5.93) is zero as 

shown below: 

 

     
                    

                (5.94) 

 

Substituting the value of   
       in (5.94) from (4.23), it becomes: 

 

        
         

                 (5.95) 

 

After multiplication (5.95) becomes: 

 

        
                

                 (5.96) 

 

        is a white noise variable; that is why it is uncorrelated with its 

previous value   
       and previous channel coefficient   

      . This implies that 

both terms on the right hand side of (5.96) become zero. This makes the expectation 

of the second term of (5.93) zero. Based on the same reasons it can be shown that the 

expectation of the third term of (5.93) will also be zero. The fourth term of (5.93) 

represents the variance of   , which is equivalent to     from (4.25). Thus (5.93) 

finally becomes: 

 

         
                         (5.97) 

 

Variance of       remains constant for all values of the update interval  , 

which means 

 

                       
     (5.98) 

 

Substituting the value of               from (5.98) into (5.97),          
   

finally evaluates to 

 

         
   

   

    
    (5.99) 
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Similarly, it can be shown that 

 

         
   

   

    
    (5.100) 

 

Substituting the values of          
   and          

   from (5.99) and 

(5.100) into (5.91) we get: 

 

    
                   

   
    
           

   

    
    

        
      (5.101) 

 

The term    
        

     is the dot product of two columns of     and 

hence is zero from (2.70). Thus (5.101) becomes zero and   
     and       are 

uncorrelated. 

 

5.6 Performance of space time coded adaptive transmit 

beamspace beamformer in dynamic channels 

 

This section extends the BER studies conducted in section 5.1 to include that 

of the STCATBBF for     antennas. It presents the BER curves of the 

STCATBBF by varying its adaptation rate parameter   in various slow and fast 

fading channels at different values of SNR. Comparisons are also drawn with the BER 

curves of the FD ATBBF from section 5.1.1. An optimum value of   is found for the 

STCATBBF in a fading channel of a particular fading rate for a range/value of SNR. 

This optimum   is used as the   value of the STCATBBF to subsequently compare it 

with     STC. Lastly, beamforming and diversity gain are identified in the BER 

performance of the STCATBBF. 

 

5.6.1 Bit error rate studies on varying adaptation rate parameter at 

constant signal to noise ratio 

The slow and fast fading channels are the same as in (5.1). The abscissa of the 

BER curves of the STCATBBF consists of the same values of   as given in (4.83). 
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The two SNR values in dB for which the curves of the STCATBBF are generated are 

given as in (5.2). The SNR values represent the bit energy to noise floor ratio in dB 

and uncoded coherent BPSK modulation is used for the BER calculation, as in section 

5.1. Each BER curve is obtained by taking the mean value of the bit errors of 

STCATBBF for 10,000,000 iterations of its adaptive algorithm. In each     update 

interval, the beamspace weights of the STCATBBF are updated by the BGSF 

algorithm along with the update of the channel vector by (4.24). The BER curves of a 

    STCATBBF for values of AR1 parameter   in (5.1) and SNR values in (5.2) 

are shown in Figure 5.9. 

At a particular value of SNR, as the fading rate       decreases, the 

minimum value of the BER curve decreases; that is why in slow fading channel 

       , the STCATBBF has the lowest BER value. The reason is the same as 

given for FD ATBBF in section 5.1. 

For any BER curve the value of   that gives its minimum value is called its 

     value as defined in section 5.1. Table 5.5 lists down the      values of all the 

respective BER curves in Figure 5.9. At a particular SNR value, the      value of a 

BER curve for the slow fading channel         is minimum. It increases with the 

increase in the fading rate. This is also because of the same reason as was given for 

the FD ATBBF in section 5.1, i.e., the STCATBBF has to accommodate more change 

in its beamspace weights as the channel becomes faster for better performance. 

Thirdly, it can be noted that at the same fading rate the BER curves of higher 

SNR have less BER. This is easily understood upon knowing that a higher SNR 

translates to higher bit energy to noise energy and hence less BER. 

Fourthly, BER values are very high with respect to practical systems because 

no channel coding has been used in these simulations. 
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Figure 5.9: BER curves of     STCATBBF for various fading rates and SNR 

values 

 

Table 5.5:      values of BER curves of     STCATBBF 

BER curve at SNR= 6 dB BER curve at SNR= 18 dB 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

AR1 parameter   BER curve’s      

value 

        0.22         0.22 

        0.4         0.7 

      0.4       0.7 

      0.7       0.7 

 

Lastly, to compare the BER curves of     FD ATBBF in Figure 5.1 with 

those of     SCTATBBF in Figure 5.9, Table 5.6 has been tabulated which lists 

the minimum BER values of all BER curves in Figures 5.1 and 5.9. It becomes clear 

that at low SNR, the FD ATBBF performs better for slow fading and one fast fading 

channel i.e.        , while is outperformed by the STCATBBF in all other fast 

fading channels. At higher SNR, the FD ATBBF performs better in the slow fading 
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channel, while the STCATBBF outperforms the FD ATBBF in all fast fading 

channels. It is also seen in the 5
th

 and 6
th

 columns of Table 5.6 that as SNR increases, 

the performance improvement by the STCATBBF over the FD ATBBF increases for 

all channels. This improvement is greater for fast fading channels and lesser for slow 

fading channels. 

 

Table 5.6: Comparison between minimum value of BER curves of a     FD 

ATBBF,     STCATBBF 

AR1 

parameter   

SNR 

value 

(dB) 

Minimum 

BER value 

for     

FD ATBBF 

Minimum 

BER value 

for     

STCATBBF 

Ratio of 3
rd

 

to 4
th

 

column 

Ratio of 4
th

 to 

3
rd

 column 

        6 0.0082 
0.015 0.55 1.83 

        6 0.016 
0.02 0.80 1.25 

      6 0.026 
0.024 1.08 0.92 

      6 0.045 
0.028 1.61 0.62 

        18 0.000070 
0.00012 0.58 1.71 

        18 0.0006 
0.00025 2.40 0.42 

      18 0.0014 
0.00032 4.38 0.23 

      18 0.0032 
0.00039 8.21 0.12 

 

5.6.2 Bit error rate studies on varying signal to noise ratio at constant 

values of the adaptation rate parameter 

In the above section 5.6.1, the optimum value of the adaptation rate parameter 

     at which     STCATBBF gives the minimum BER in the dynamic channels 

of various fading rates and SNR values was tabulated in Table 5.5. In order to 

illustrate the BER curves over a range of SNR values on the abscissa at constant  , 

we need to determine the value of   that gives the minimum BER for the selected 

range of SNR values as done in section 5.1.2.  

It can be noted in Table 5.5 that in one fast fading channel       as well as 

in slow fading channel        , the      of a     STCATBBF remains constant 

at both SNR values of 6 dB and 18 dB. This      becomes the selected constant value 
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of   at which the BER curves of     STCATBBF are plotted with respect to SNR 

values in the above fast and slow fading channel. Thus in these channels     

STCATBBF will give its optimum BER performance from 6 dB to 18 dB. 

In fast fading channels         and      ,      of a     STCATBBF 

is different for 6 dB and 18 dB as seen in Table 5.5. In these channels      at 18 dB is 

the selected constant value of   at which the BER curves of     STCATBBF are 

plotted with respect to SNR values. Thus in these channels     STCATBBF will 

give its optimum BER performance at 18 dB. In addition, BER simulation of     

STC with a single receive antenna [13] are performed, along with those of a single 

transmit antenna (no diversity). Perfectly adapted optimal weight BER simulation is 

also performed for     antennas. 

Figure 5.10 presents the BER curves for STCATBBF, STC and optimal 

weights for     transmit antenna and a single receive antenna in the fast and slow 

fading channels. A BER curve of no diversity (single transmit antenna) is also added 

for comparison. The constant value of   at which the BER curve of     

STCATBBF is plotted for      ,       and         is 0.7, while for   

      is      from Table 5.5. 

Figure 5.10 shows that the STCATBBF performs better than STC in the slow 

fading channel giving a gain of 0.4 dB over STC at BER of 0.00016. As the fading 

rate increases its BER performance decreases as compared to STC. However, the 

STCATBBF still closely follows BER curve of STC in fast fading channels. 

Table 5.7 given below gives the ratio of the BER value of the STCATBBF 

over STC and vice versa for all channels in Figure 5.10 at SNR of 18 dB. This table 

further clarifies that the performance reduction in the STCATBBF as compared to 

STC in fast fading channels is not severe as in the case of the FD ATBBF. 

In terms of dB it can be seen that STC gives a gain of only 0.8 dB (at BER of 

0.0024) over the STCATBBF in        , while a gain of 1.4 dB (at BER of 

0.00032) and 1.8 dB (at BER of 0.00038) over the STCATBBF in       and 

      fading channels respectively. In comparison to no diversity, the STCATBBF 

gives appreciable gain in all the selected fading channels. This is to be noted in 

contrast with the FD ATBBF whose BER approaches that of no diversity for       

fast fading channel in Figure 5.6. In comparison to the theoretical limit of perfectly 
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adapted optimal weights, the STCATBBF does not closely follow its BER curve as 

was done by FD ATBBF for slow fading channel in Figure 5.6. 

 

Table 5.7: Comparison between BER values of STCATBBF and STC for 

    antennas at SNR of 18 dB 

AR1 parameter 

  

BER of 

STCATBBF 

BER of STC Ratio of BER 

of 

STCATBBF 

to STC 

Ratio of BER 

of STC to 

STCATBBF  

        0.0001349 0.000165 
0.817575758 1.223128243 

        0.0002417 0.000165 
1.464848485 0.68266446 

      0.00032295 0.000165 
1.957272727 0.510915002 

      0.0003816 0.000165 
2.312727273 0.432389937 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10: BER curves of a STCATBBF plotted against a range of SNR values for 

various fading rates along with those of STC, optimal weights and no diversity. 
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In order to present the performance improvement achieved by the STCATBBF 

over the FD ATBBF in fast fading channels, the BER curves of both techniques are 

reproduced from Figures 5.10 and 5.6 in Figure 5.11, which is given below. Figure 

5.11 shows that the STCATBBF gives a gain of 2.2 dB (at BER of 0.00059), 3.9 dB 

(at BER of 0.00144) and 5.4 dB (at BER of 0.00324) over the FD ATBBF in   

     ,       and       fast fading channels respectively. Thus as the channel 

becomes faster, performance improvement increases. However, in the slow fading 

channel the FD ATBBF outperforms the STCATBBF by 1.6 dB at BER of 0.00014. 

 

5.6.3 Identification of beamforming and diversity gain in the bit error rate 

performance  

The results from the BER studies of the FD ATBBF and STCATBBF can be 

combined to understand the reasons behind the performance of the STCATBBF. In 

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 given below, BER curves of the FD ATBBF and STC ATBBF 

 

 

Figure 5.11: BER curves of STCATBBF and FD ATBBF plotted against a range of 

SNR values for various fading rates. 
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are taken from sections 5.1.1 and 5.6.1 respectively. These sections show the BER 

curves over a range of adaptation parameter at constant SNR. STC’s BER curve is 

also added in the above Figures 5.12 and 5.13. Figure 5.12 shows the BER curves at 

SNR of 6dB, while Figure 5.13 depicts them at SNR of 18 dB. In both these figures 

STC has a single BER curve for all fading rates as STC is independent of them. 

Secondly, STC gives a straight line BER curve in both figures because it has no 

adaptation parameter. 

At a low SNR value of 6 dB, STC is outperformed by both the FD ATBBF 

and STCATBBF in slow         and one fast fading         channel. The FD 

ATBBF also outperforms the STCATBBF in the above slow and fast fading channel. 

In rest of the fast fading channels i.e.       and      , the FD ATBBF is 

outperformed by both STC and STCATBBF. In these fast fading channels, STC 

outperforms the STCATBBF in one channel i.e.      , while the STCATBBF 

 

 

Figure 5.12: BER curves of STCATBBF, FD ATBBF and STC for various fading 

rates at SNR of 6 dB. 
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outperforms STC in the other in the other i.e.      . This shows that the 

performance of the STCATBBF is in between that of the FD ATBBF and STC. 

The reasons behind this performance can be understood by reiterating these 

three facts. 

1. STC gives full diversity gain [15]. 

2. The BER performance of the FD ATBBF at       is slightly better than 

no diversity from Figure 5.6. 

3. The BER performance of FD ATBBF at         closely follows the 

theoretical limit set by optimal weights from Figure 5.6 i.e. it provides 

approximately full beamforming gain at SNR of 6 dB. 

In the selected fastest fading channel      , the full diversity gain of STC is 

greater than the very minimal beamforming gain provided by the FD ATBBF. The 

STCATBBF gets almost no beamforming gain from the FD ATBBF, while it acquires 

partial diversity gain from the full diversity gain of STC. Therefore STC outperforms 

both the STCATBBF and FD ATBBF, while the STCATBBF only outperforms the 

FD ATBBF in this channel. In a relatively less fast fading channel i.e.      , the 

FD ATBBF provides small beamforming gain that is still lesser than the full diversity 

gain of STC. The STCATBBF gets a portion of this small beamforming gain as well 

as some part of the diversity gain of STC, to give an overall gain greater than that of 

STC. Hence here the STCATBBF outperforms both STC and FD ATBBF, while STC 

outperforms the FD ATBBF only. 

In the least fast fading channel         and slow fading, the FD ATBBF 

provides a large portion of beamforming gain that is greater than the full diversity 

gain of STC. The STCATBBF acquires partial beamforming gain from the 

beamforming gain of the FD ATBBF and a portion of the diversity gain of STC, to 

give a combined gain greater than that of STC but less than that of the FD ATBBF. 

Thus the FD ATBBF outperforms both STC and STCATBBF, while the STCATBBF 

outperforms only STC in these channels. 

The same explanation can be given for the STCATBBF performance at a 

higher SNR of 18 dB in Figure 5.13 but with a slight change. The beamforming gain 

provided by the FD ATBBF is greater than the full diversity gain of STC for only the 

slow fading channel. In this channel the STCATBBF takes partial beamforming gain 

from the FD ATBBF along with a part of diversity gain from STC to give a combined 
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gain less than that of the FD ATBBF but greater than STC. As a result, the FD 

ATBBF outperforms both the STCATBBF and STC, while the STCATBBF 

outperforms STC in this channel. 

At a higher SNR, in all fast fading channels, the beamforming gain of the FD 

ATBBF is significantly lesser than the diversity gain of STC. This causes the gain of 

the STCATBBF to remain less than that of STC, while being greater than that of the 

FD ATBBF. Due to this fact, STC outperforms both the STCATBBF and FD ATBBF 

in these channels, while the STCATBBF fares better than the FD ATBBF. 

 

 

Figure 5.13: BER curves of STCATBBF, FD ATBBF and STC for various fading 

rates at SNR of 18 dB. 
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Chapter 6 
 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

This dissertation presents an Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer 

(ATBBF) at the Base Station (BS) of a wireless system for improving the 

performance of transmit beamforming techniques in wireless channels. An ATBBF 

uses beamspace beamforming to provide beamforming gain in contrast to previously 

proposed Element Space Transmit Beamformer (ES TB) methods that utilize element 

space beamforming. An ATBBF has several Transmit Beamformers (TBs) on the 

Transmit Antenna Array (TAA), while an ES TB consists of a TB. In an ES TB, 

antenna weights of the TAA are made adaptive. On the other hand, in an ATBBF, the 

antenna weight vector of each TB is held constant, while its input is weighted by an 

adaptive beamspace weight. 

An ATBBF updates these beamspace weights by a simple gradient algorithm. 

The algorithm perturbs beamspace weights at the BS to generate even and odd 

beamspace weights which are time multiplexed with the pilot signal. The mobile 

feedbacks only a single bit to indicate which of the two beamspace weights delivered 

more power. This weight becomes the new beamspace weight and this gradient 

algorithm is thus named the Beamspace Gradient Sign Feedback (BGSF) algorithm. 

The ATBBF’s beamspace weights continue to be updated by BGSF, eventually 

converging for any static channel. 

The evolution of the beam pattern of an ATBBF is presented. The ATBBF 

generates a set of orthogonal beams equal to or less than the number of antenna 

elements. A specific weight vector corresponds to an orthogonal beam. Therefore, a 

set of such weight vectors can be applied to form orthogonal beams. In addition, a 

beamspace weight weighs an orthogonal beam’s weight vector. The ATBBF deploys 

this set of orthogonal beams in space to transmit signals to a mobile. The 

superposition of adaptively weighted orthogonal beams in space forms the beam 

pattern of an ATBBF as clarified in chapter 2. The BGSF algorithm updates the 

beamspace weights of the ATBBF in such a way that as the beamspace weights 
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converge, the corresponding beam pattern gradually produces and directs multiple 

lobes. These multiple lobes correspond to the directions of multipath signals towards 

the mobile. Simulations are produced for single, double and triple multipath scenarios. 

Initial beamspace weights of the ATBBF are uniform in all the channel scenarios. 

The single multipath channel simulation shows that the beamspace weights of 

the respective orthogonal beams closer (in terms of spatial space) to the multipath 

signal direction converge earlier to a greater magnitude. This results in the ATBBF 

forming a main lobe towards the required direction. Other beamspace weights 

converge later, ensuring increased directivity of the main lobe. This shows that on 

applying BGSF, the ATBBF forms a main lobe in the desired direction before 

complete convergence is achieved as discussed in chapter 3. 

The double multipath channel simulation illustrates that lobes are formed 

towards the two multipath signal directions. The lobe for a multipath signal direction 

along an orthogonal beam is formed earlier, while the lobe for the other multipath 

signal direction is formed later in accordance with single multipath channel 

observations. However, the lobe for a multipath signal direction not along an 

orthogonal beam can form earlier provided this direction is close to an orthogonal 

beam’s direction. This proximity gives the beamspace weight of that orthogonal beam 

a short convergence time and a converged magnitude close to its initial value. This 

causes the beamspace weight to have the earliest convergence and to form a lobe in 

advance. 

In a triple multipath simulation three lobes are formed. The lobe for multipath 

signal direction not along an orthogonal beam forms first. This is in accordance with 

the double multipath channel observations of a multipath signal direction being close 

to an orthogonal beam direction. The lobes for multipath signal directions along 

orthogonal directions are formed later. Acquired magnitude of converged beamspace 

weights for double and triple multipath channels follows the single multipath 

observation. The direction of a lobe in the double and triple multipath simulations has 

little or no offset from the desired directions. 

This demonstrates that the ATBBF with the BGSF algorithm fairly utilizes the 

multipath directions present in Multi Input Single Output (MISO) downlink channels 

by directing lobes towards them as illustrated in chapter 3. Lastly, the observed 

relationships give the ATBBF with the BGSF algorithm an inherent potential to 

determine the downlink channel at the transmitter. The above relationships hold for 
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both the two implementations of an ATBBF i.e. Full Dimension Adaptive Transmit 

Beamspace Beamformer (FD ATBBF) and Reduced Dimension Adaptive Transmit 

Beamspace Beamformer (RD ATBBF). Comparison and analysis is also made 

between the two implementations in terms of the formation of their lobes as their 

corresponding beamspace weights are updated. It is observed that for the above triple 

multipath channel, the RD ATBBF lobes are formed earlier and correspondingly 

beamspace weight also converges earlier as compared to the FD ATBBF. However, it 

provides a substantially lesser gain than the FD ATBBF at some multipath directions 

on convergence. Due to this, the RD ATBBF’s beam pattern obtained after 

convergence of its beamspace weights was different than that obtained from the FD 

ATBBF as shown in chapter 4. 

Similar comparisons were also made between the FD ATBBF and ES TB 

having antenna weight adaptation under Gradient Sign Feedback (GSF). It was 

noticed that the above relationship observed in the ATBBF was nonexistent in the ES 

TB and subsequently no such relationship was present between the antenna weight’s 

magnitude and convergence time with multipath direction. Starting with uniform 

antenna weights, the ES TB’s beam pattern progression as its antenna weights are 

updated is quite different from that of the ATBBF that started with uniform 

beamspace weights. However, in many cases they both finally approach the same 

beam pattern on convergence. 

The comparison and analysis of the performance curves of a FD ATBBF, RD 

ATBBF and ES TB in various single, double and triple multipath static channels 

reveals several results about each beamforming technique in static wireless channels. 

The comparisons are conducted with both the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF having 

initially uniform beamspace weights, while the ES TB has initially uniform antenna 

weights. Both the FD ATBBF and ES TB attain optimum performance in all of the 

various static channels selected for comparison. This means that both methods are 

able to attain optimal beam pattern and beamspace/antenna weights in all these 

channel scenarios. However, in certain channels, the ES TB was not able to converge 

to optimal performance even after attaining it and starts giving non-optimum 

performance at frequent intervals. These are those double and triple multipath 

channels that have at least two multipath directions along any two non-broadside 

orthogonal beam directions of a FD ATBBF. On the other hand, the FD ATBBF 
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converges to optimum beam pattern and beamspace weights for all of these channel 

scenarios. 

It also emerges from the above comparisons in various static channels that the 

final optimal beam pattern of the ES TB can be different from that of the FD ATBBF 

only when the channel correlation matrix has two or more principal 

eigenvectors/optimal weight vectors resulting in two or more optimum beam patterns. 

The RD ATBBF also converges in all these channels but fails to reach optimum 

performance in all of them. It reaches maximum performance in only those channels 

where all the multipath are in the orthogonal beam directions of the FD ATBBF or 

RD ATBBF. 

The convergence time of the FD ATBBF and ES TB were compared for the 

above static channels. It was found that only in those single/double/triple multipath 

channels where any multipath direction is along broadside, the ES TB converges 

earlier because its starting weights are uniform; therefore, it is directed along 

broadside from the start. In rest of the single multipath channels both the FD ATBBF 

and ES TB have the same convergence time, while in all other double/triple multipath 

channels, the FD ATBBF converges earlier than the ES TB. 

The tracking performance of an ATBBF in a noise free dynamic channel has 

also been analyzed in chapter 4. The dynamic channel is a flat fading channel with a 

single time resolvable path. The channel coefficients were undergoing first order 

Autoregressive (AR1) Rayleigh fading that is uncorrelated across the   antenna 

elements. Different fading rates were applied to represent slow and fast fading 

channels. The performance results were also plotted for a FD ATBBF, ES TB and RD 

ATBBF. 

The results illustrate that the RD ATBBF and FD ATBBF give maximum 

performance in slow fading channels, while performance decreases in fast fading 

channels. In slow fading, both the RD ATBBF and FD ATBBF are able to track the 

channel effectively. In fast fading, the channel changes at a rate that is greater than the 

ability of the RD ATBBF and the FD ATBBF to acquire and keep track of the optimal 

beamspace weights. 

For a performance curve of a particular fading rate the value of the adaptation 

rate parameter   at which the ATBBF attains maximum performance is called its 

     value. The above performance results demonstrate that the      value of a 
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performance curve for both the RD ATBBF and FD ATBBF increases with the 

increase in fading rate. This is because a greater value of   is required to bring more 

change in the beamspace weights of the RD ATBBF or FD ATBBF to track fast 

fading channels. 

It also materializes from the above results that for the same number of antenna 

elements, the FD ATBBF and ES TB give a similar performance in a single time 

resolvable path AR1 channel. Hence the FD ATBBF can provide the same 

beamforming gain and fading diversity as an ES TB. 

On comparing the performance curves of the FD ATBBF for     and 

    antennas, it is observed that without incorporating the array gain, maximum 

performance of the former is approximately double than that of the latter in terms of 

dB. The reason is that the number of adaptive beamspace weights for     is half 

than that for    , resulting in a shorter convergence time of beamspace weights and 

improved performance for the former. On adding array gain, maximum performance 

for     acquires a greater magnitude than for     i.e. from 2.91 dB in slow 

fading to 0.01 dB in fastest fading dynamic channel. 

The performance results for the RD ATBBF give an idea that the RD ATBBF 

gives its best performance in the above AR1 channels when it has the greatest number 

of orthogonal beams in the total spatial span. Secondly on comparing with the FD 

ATBBF it appears that the FD ATBBF outperforms the RD ATBBF. This happens 

because the FD ATBBF will always have more orthogonal beams in the total spatial 

span.  

Bit Error Rate (BER) studies for beamforming techniques like the FD ATBBF, 

RD ATBBF and ES TB are performed to compare their performances with non 

beamforming techniques like Space Time Codes (STC) in noisy dynamic channels in 

chapter 5. Firstly, the BER curves at different values of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 

are generated for the FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and ES TB by varying their   in 

various slow and fast dynamic channels. Study of BER curves shows that the RD 

ATBBF and FD ATBBF give minimum BER in slow fading channels, while in fast 

fading channels they provide maximum BER. This is due to the fact mentioned above 

in the results drawn from the performance analysis. The maximum performance 

observed in slow fading boils down to the minimum BER observed here, while the 

minimum performance in fast fading channels gives maximum BER. 
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The value of   at which the ATBBF attains its minimum BER in a particular 

fading channel is called its      value. BER studies reveal that the      value of a 

BER curve for the RD ATBBF/FD ATBBF increases, with the increase in the fading 

rate. This is also in agreement with the explanation given in performance analysis 

results where      increased with the increased in fading rate.  

The BER curves also illustrate that at higher SNR they give lower BER as 

compared to their counterparts at lower SNR for the same fading channels. This is 

because of the fact that a greater SNR translates to higher bit to noise energy, 

consequently giving less BER and vice versa. 

BER studies also bring forth this observation that the      value of the BER 

curve of the RD ATBBF/FD ATBBF in slow and fast fading channel increases with 

the increase in the SNR. This is due to the fact that in stochastic gradient algorithms 

increasing the value of the  /step size, increases the rate of convergence at the cost of 

increased noisy variation in the experimentally computed learning curve. Hence, once 

bit energy is increased as compared to noise energy (i.e. SNR is increased), the noisy 

variation that was achievable at lower bit energy and reduced step size can be 

achieved at a greater value of  /step size. 

For the same number of antenna elements, the FD ATBBF and ES TB give 

approximately similar BER curves in a single time resolvable path AR1 channel. 

Hence the results from the performance analysis are verified i.e. the FD ATBBF can 

provide the same beamforming gain and fading diversity as by an ES TB. 

On comparing the BER curves of the FD ATBBF for     and     

antennas, it is noted that     FD ATBBF achieves a lesser BER as compared to 

that attained by     FD ATBBF in the above fading channels. This happens 

because of the double array gain of the former with respect to the later in terms of dB, 

as was said above in the results from the performance analysis. This performance 

difference between     and     FD ATBBF increases by increasing SNR and 

making the channel slower. On increasing SNR, full beamforming gain for     

antennas increases manifold in comparison to the increase in the full beamforming 

gain for     antennas. (Full beamforming gain for     and     antennas is 

identified by the BER curves of optimal weights in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. 

Ratio of the optimal weight’s BER for     to its BER for     at SNR of 6 dB is 

40, while the same ratio at 18 dB is about 1667.) Secondly, as the channel becomes 
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slower the FD ATBBF acquires a greater portion of the above full beamforming gain. 

Thus these two reasons cause the increase in performance difference between     

and     FD ATBBF as SNR increases and the channel becomes slower. 

The comparison of BER curves of         RD ATBBF with     FD 

ATBBF brings to light the fact that the latter gives less BER as compared to the 

former. This is because the latter has more orthogonal beams in the given spatial 

space, giving a better performance as discussed in performance analysis. On the other 

hand, a comparison of         RD ATBBF’s BER curves with those of     

FD ATBBF shows that the former outperforms the latter. This happens because 

        RD ATBBF has almost double the array gain as compared to that of 

    FD ATBBF in terms of dB. 

Simulations for plotting the BER curves of the FD ATBBF and RD ATBBF at 

a constant optimum value of   with respect to a range of SNR value on the abscissa 

are conducted to subsequently compare them with STC. BER simulations of a single 

transmission antenna (no diversity) and optimal weights are also conducted and their 

BER curves added for comparison.  

In slow fading, the BER curve of     FD ATBBF takes on minimum values 

close to the theoretical limit set by the BER curve of the optimal weights for     

antennas. As the fading rate increases, values of the BER curve increase and diverge 

more from the optimal weight performance, so that finally for the selected fastest 

fading channel, it gives a performance that is hardly better than that of no transmit 

diversity. The reasons are the same as given above, i.e. as the fading rate of the 

channels increases, performance decreases and consequently BER increases. 

Therefore, in slow fading the FD ATBBF outperforms STC by 2.2 dB (at BER of 

0.00016) while STC outperforms the FD ATBBF in the remaining channels. 

Similarly,     FD ATBBF closely follows the theoretical limit of BER 

curves set by optimal weights for     antennas in slow fading channel.       

  RD ATBBF also gives its minimum BER curve in the slow fading channel. As the 

fading rate increases, both of their BER increases, so that for the selected fastest 

channel their performance is a bit better than that of no transmit diversity. Secondly, 

the FD ATBBF gives a maximum gain of about 4.8 dB (at BER of 0.000002) over the 

RD ATBBF in the slow fading channel. As the fading rate increases, this gain 
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decreases so that for the selected fastest fading channel both the FD ATBBF and RD 

ATBBF give an equivalent performance. 

Lastly, the FD ATBBF gives a 4.8 dB gain (at BER of 0.000002) over     

STC in the slow fading channel, while the RD ATBBF gives a performance 

equivalent to that of STC. STC outperforms both of them in fast fading channels. 

However,     STC cannot exist without bandwidth expansion i.e.     FD 

ATBBF and         RD ATBBF provide a data rate double than that of the 

best performing     STC technique under fix bandwidth requirements. 

In order to improve the performance     FD ATBBF in the fast fading 

channels, a simple combination of     FD ATBBF with STC called the Space 

Time Coded Adaptive Transmit Beamspace Beamformer (STCATBBF) is proposed. 

The STCATBBF consist of a     FD ATBBF at the BS of the wireless system, but 

instead of replicating the same symbol to each TB of a FD ATBBF, different STC 

symbols are sent to each TB. The antenna weight vector of each TB is held constant 

as in an ATBBF. Therefore, the TB’s input becomes an STC symbol weighted by an 

adaptive beamspace weight. The adaptation of beamspace weight by BGSF algorithm 

at the BS and calculation of feedback at the Mobile Station (MS) is similar to that of 

an ATBBF. 

On the other hand, demodulation of the data stream at the MS is the same as 

that of STC. This requires that the combined ATBBF and channel effect experienced 

by a STC data symbol is independent with the one faced by the other STC symbol. 

This is made possible by utilizing the TBs/orthogonal beams of the FD ATBBF. 

Sending each STC data symbol through a different TB ensures that the overall 

channel faced by a symbol is uncorrelated with that of the other symbol. As proven in 

chapter 5, this happens because each TB forms a beam that is orthogonal to other 

beams in spatial space. Hence the STC symbol transmitted through one beam faces a 

channel uncorrelated with the channel of the other symbol. In this way the 

STCATBBF provides angle diversity gain. 

In contrast, these orthogonal beams or beam channel are also being adaptively 

weighted by STCATBBF at the same time. Thus the STCATBBF can also provide 

beamforming gain. 

The BER studies given above were extended to include that of the 

STCATBBF in the same dynamic channels. A study of the BER curves of the 
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STCATBBF at constant SNR and a range of   on the abscissa, shows that the 

STCATBBF gives minimum BER in slow fading channels, while in fast fading 

channels it provides maximum BER. The      value of the BER curve for the 

STCATBBF increases with the increase in the fading rate. The BER curves of the 

STCATBF at higher SNR give lower BER as compared to their counterparts at lower 

SNR for the same fading channels. All these observations are similar to that of the FD 

ATBBF and explained above. 

A comparison of the above BER curves of the STCATBBF with the FD 

ATBBF shows that the latter gives a better performance in slow and the selected least 

fast fading channel         at lower SNR, while is outperformed by the former in 

rest of the selected fast fading channels. At higher SNR, the FD ATBBF performs 

better in the slow fading channel, while the STCATBBF outperforms the FD ATBBF 

in all selected fast fading channels. In general, as SNR increases performance 

improvement by the STCATBBF over the FD ATBBF increases for all channels. This 

performance improvement is maximum for the fastest and minimum for the slow 

fading channel. 

As done for FD ATBBF, simulations for plotting the BER curves of the 

STCATBBF at a constant optimum value of   with respect to a range of SNR values 

on the abscissa are conducted to subsequently compare them with STC, single 

transmit antenna (no diversity) and optimal weights. Comparison reveals that the 

STCATBBF performs better than STC in the slow fading channel by 0.4 dB (at BER 

of 0.00016). As the fading rate increases its BER performance decreases as compared 

to STC. However, the STCATBBF still closely follows the BER curve of STC in fast 

and slightly fast fading. 

This gives the STCATBBF appreciable gain over the FD ATBBF in fast 

fading channels i.e. STCATBBF gives a gain of 2.2 dB (at BER of 0.00059), 3.9 dB 

(at BER of 0.00144) and 5.4 dB (at BER of 0.00324) over the FD ATBBF in   

     ,       and       fast fading channels respectively. This also means that 

the STCATBBF gives more gain over no diversity than the FD ATBBF in fast fading 

channels. On the other hand, in slow fading channel the STCATBBF is outperformed 

by the FD ATBBF by 1.6 dB (at BER of 0.00014), which means that it does not 

closely follow the theoretical limit of perfectly adapted optimal weights as done by 

the FD ATBBF. 
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The reasons for this BER performance of the STCATBBF can be understood 

by noting that at low values of SNR in selected fastest fading channel      , the full 

diversity gain of STC is greater than the very minimal beamforming gain provided by 

the FD ATBBF. The STCATBBF gets almost no beamforming gain from the FD 

ATBBF, while it acquires partial diversity gain from the full diversity gain of STC. 

Therefore STC outperforms both the STCATBBF and FD ATBBF, while the 

STCATBBF only outperforms the FD ATBBF in this channel. In a relatively less fast 

fading channel      , the FD ATBBF provides small beamforming gain that is still 

less than the full diversity gain of STC. The STCATBBF gets a portion of this small 

beamforming gain in addition to a part of full diversity gain of STC, to give an overall 

gain greater than that of STC. Hence the STCATBBF outperforms both the FD 

ATBBF and STC, while STC outperforms only the FD ATBBF. 

In the selected least fast fading         and slow fading channel at a lower 

value of SNR, the FD ATBBF gives a significant portion of beamforming gain that is 

greater than the full diversity gain of STC. The STCATBBF acquires partial 

beamforming gain from the beamforming gain of the FD ATBBF and a portion of the 

full diversity gain of STC to give a combined gain greater than that of STC but less 

than that of the FD ATBBF. Thus the FD ATBBF outperforms both STC and 

STCATBBF, while the STCATBBF outperforms STC in these channels. 

A similar explanation can be given for the STCATBBF’s performance at a 

higher SNR. The beamforming gain provided by the FD ATBBF is greater than the 

full diversity gain of STC only in the slow fading channel. The STCATBBF takes 

partial beamforming gain from the FD ATBBF along with partial diversity gain from 

STC to give a combined gain lesser than the FD ATBBF but greater than STC. As a 

result, the FD ATBBF outperforms both the STCATBBF and STC, while the 

STCATBBF outperforms STC in this channel. 

At a higher SNR, in all selected fast fading channels, the beamforming gain of 

the FD ATBBF is lesser than the diversity gain of STC. Due to this the combined 

beamforming and diversity gain of the STCATBBF remains lesser than that of STC. 

This causes STC to outperform both the STCATBBF and FD ATBBF in these 

channels, while the STCATBBF fares better than the FD ATBBF. 

In current Third Generation (3G) Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

wireless systems the FD ATBBF, RD ATBBF and STCATBBF can be applied as 
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closed loop techniques. The FD ATBBF, like other transmit beamforming techniques, 

will be ideal for mobile users having slow fading channels at higher/slower SNR 

values and in the selected least fast fading channel         at a lower SNR. On the 

other hand, STC remains best for users in fast fading channels at higher SNR and in 

the selected fastest fading channel       at a lower SNR. The STCATBBF is best 

for the selected medium fast fading channel       at lower SNR and acts as a 

bridge between beamforming and diversity techniques by inheriting their respective 

gains. Thus it becomes ideal for users that frequently switch from slow to fast fading 

channels and vice versa. 

Extension of these techniques to Multi Input Multiple Output (MIMO) can be 

made for Beyond Third Generation (B3G) Long term Evolution (LTE) systems. 

Future wireless systems are being developed to meet the requirements of International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) for IMT-Advanced Fourth Generation (4G) 

technologies. Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) and World Wide 

Interoperability for Microwave Access (WIMAX) Profile 2 are the two systems for 

4G. Closed loop (CL) and Open Loop (OL) MIMO techniques (explained in the 

introduction) are being developed in 4G systems [1] [40] [59] [60]. In general, in B3G 

and 4G systems OL techniques are designed for high mobility or limited feedback 

capability. In these cases, Channel State Information (CSI) becomes infrequent, which 

is why OL methods like Space Frequency Block Codes (SFBC) provide spatial 

diversity to allow robust transmission [40]. CL-MIMO methods require CSI at the 

transmitter which is constrained by feedback delay and limited feedback capability. 

Extension of the STCATBBF for MIMO applied as CL-MIMO can improve OL 

methods by providing beamforming gain along with diversity gain under feedback 

constraints. Lastly, the FD ATBBF extension for MIMO can improve CL-MIMO 

methods under constrained feedback requirements. 
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